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ASSTRACT 
T

The present r.rork was undertaken Ëo ínvestigate the three-dimen-

sional force and Eomeût characËeristics of selecËed, cornmonly used,

cuspid retraction loops. Six retraction loop designs rrere included in

the invesËigatioo.

The examination of the forces and noments was perfo::ured using a

mini-computer coupled to a three-dimensional- measuring instrumenE

developed at the University of Manitoba. The analysis of the data

made use of slope relationships in order to compare the performance of

the retraction loops to an t'ideal" set of criËeria.

The analysis of the resulËs, suggesEed the following conclusions.

( i) the nodified measuring instrunentation provided accuraËe

Ëhree-dimensional daÊa on the force and moment characteris-

tics of cuspid retraction loops during activation.

(2) The use of slope relationships provided an easy means of

viewiug the results in terns of their orthodonËic perfor-

mance. lhe use of slopes was possible due to the straight

line relationships thaË existed between activation and forces

and momenËs.

(3) All loops as Ëested exhibited behaviour that \,¡as far from the

Ëraûslation ideal.

(4) Littte difference, aside from the force-deflection rat,e \,74s

found between the looPs.

(5) The incorporation of anti-tip and anti-roËation preactiva-

tions inËroduced a separate independant, force systen to that

which aLreadv existed.
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(6) Vertical nisalígnment, of retraction loops resulted in the

geoeration of uaexpected, but clinical-ly significanË' forces

and moments.

(7) Placement of the vertical portion of the loop closer to the

cuspid result,ed in an extrusive force arising during acËiva-

tion. This did not occur if the vertical portion of the loop

was centered.
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INTRODUCTION

Many techniques have been advocated for the reËraction of cuspids

in orthodontic cases requiring the extraction of bicuspias. Most of

the techniques have arisen as a result of a clinicianr s Personal pre-

ference with little scienËific data being given to suPport any claims.

In those cases where individual cuspid retraetion is utilized'

the cuspid retraction must be completed prior to the'retraction of the

anterior segment. The ability of a retraction loop to produce Ëhe

desired movement may Ëherefore be a decisive fact,or in deter¡nining

treatment time.

In most clinical situations, the distal novemenË of the cuspids

is ideally one of pure translation, vrith no tipping or rotation of the

t,ooth occuring. The ability of a retraction loop to produce pure

translation can Ëherefore be taken as a Eeasure of how good a retrac-

tion device is.

For a retraction device to be able to produce Pure translation,

it must be able to geneïate a force in the distal direction, rviËh no

force in the buccal-liagual or occlusal-gingival direction. There

must also be no roËations occuring abouË any of the three axes. To

accurately assess the performance of a retraction loop, three-dimen-

sionai measurement of the forces and moment,s produced by Ëhe retrac-

tion loop during activat,ion is required. This three-dirnensional

assessmenË can then be used in an evaluation of how successful the

generated force sysËe!0 night be in producing Pure translaËion.

The purpbse of the present investigation Ìtas to measure the force



characteristics of selected cuspid retraction loops, using equipment

eapable of simultaneously measuring the three-dimensiooal forces and

moments generated by each loop during activation, and to uie this

infornation in a comparison of the retract,ion loops to the ideal.



TNÎRODUCTION

The practice

forces to a tooth

that produces the

REVIEIü OF LITERATURE

of orthodontics, raakes use of the application of

in order to initiate the proper biological response

movement of the tooth.

Since the advent of orthodontic procedures, the clinician has

been faced r¡ith the proble¡r of not knowing with any certainty how much

force was being applied t,o a tooth, or group of teeth, by means of the

appLiances being utilized. Richmond as early as 1933 seated "It seems

that so far orthodontists have knor,¡n only Ë$ro Pressures, ví2. exces-

sive and nild.and have neveï been able Eo define either". This probl-em

of assigning values to the force delivered by orthodontic appliances

is one that has never been adequately solved and still plagues Lhe

orthodonËic profession.

The mechanisms of assessing such a force system fa1l inco three

main categories, as listed by Teasley in 1963:

(i . ) physical neasurement, 
'

(2.) the use of mathematical formulae,

(3.) a combination of t,he above tvo methods.

PHYSICAL EVALUATION OF ORTI{ODONTIC FORCES

As report,ed by

of Borschke (1920)

Paulich (1939), a

Ìías perhaps the

German orLhodontist bv the name

firsL individual to develop an
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instrument designed purely for measuring orthodonËic forces. This

insËrument rüas designed to be used inLraorally, and consisËed of Ër,¡o

pieces of "tr'Iipla[ stainless steel r¿ire clamped in a small Eube" The

wires lrere parallel to one another and of unequal length. A force of

20 grarns was capable of deflecting the longer end 2 nillineters from

the shorter end. The operator rüas able Ëo calculate the force gener-

ated by a finger spring by placing the longer end of Ehe instrunent'

betrveen the finger spring and the tooth. If the distance between Ëhe

shorter and longer ends of the instru¡nent was 2 oillirneters when the

finger spring was brought to its preactivated position, the Pressure

applied by Ehe finger spring did not exceed 20 grams.

Irish Lt 1927 described a device knorøn as the lrishoneËer, based

ou the principle of the calibrated spring balance, vrhich was utilized

to investigate the "pressure" delivered by oËhodontic springs. The

device iras designed to be used in laboratory studies. Irish makes lit-

tle reference lo his resulls, but from the photographs in the arËicle,

it appears that he r.ras measuring forces produced by gold wire auxili-

aries, and thaË the forces rqere in the range of 80-140 grams (3-5

ounces).

ITowack in 1931 utilized a calibrated spring balance to examine

finger springs. Paulich (1939) reported Ëhat Nor¿ack was able to

es¡ablish that forces up to 700 grams could be exerted by a cantilever

finger spring 5 millineËers in length displaced 1 nillimeter.

Another Ger:nan orthodontist, Bendias consLrucËed a device called

"Regume¡er" in 1931. According Ëo Paulich (1939) the instrumenË

capable of measuring forces delivered by an appliance in
the

\tas



compression as nell as in tension. The instrument was able

forces on a model as rvell as intraorally but Paulich makes

of any data generated by the use of iÈ.

5

measure

menËion

In 1933 Peyton and Moore r¡ere able Eo measure the displacement of

a straight cantil.ever spring when loaded with weights. The spring

being tested was supporËed at, one end in a pin vice. A.t a neasured

distance from the pin vice, a small basket, in r,rhich weights were

placed rtras attached to the spring. The deflection of the spring \¡ras

deter-mined to within 0.1 m. by using a travelling nicroscope with a

cross hair reference 1ine. Peyton and Moore using gold wire of .018,

.020, .022, and .030 inches in diameter concluded thaÈ the maximum

pressure from a siuple cant,ilever spring was seldom above 60 grams and

more generally fell within the range of, 2 to 25 grams.

Richnond in 1933 developed a gauge capable of measuring the

"sËress" and 'rstraint' generated by orEhodontic devices both in "vivo"

and in "viEro". Richnond utilized this gauge in a laboratory investi-

gation of the forces developed when a ribbon archrnrire was tied into

various malposed ËeeEh. He found that the forces developed by the

arch r¿ere somet,imes in excess of two pounds (907 grans) of force per

tooth. This gauge is still utilized by orthodontists today for mea-

suring the forces developed in Ëhe mouth by appl-iances.

A device developed by tr{irt in 1935 enabled him to measure the

force applied to each tooth vhen they rvere tied into an alignment

arch. The purpose of this device rras to allow the operaËor co adjust

the alignment arch prior Lo iËs inserËion in the mouth, Lo prevent

exce'ssive (not defined by hin) forces from being used.

to

no
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In 1937 Brurnfield built a mechanical model (based on the mathe-

matical model suggested by Sved (1937)) to measure the reaction of the

teeth in one direction v¡hen the archwire was deflected 1/100 of an

inch. The device agreed closely v¡ith Svedrs maÊhematical predicËion'

and showed Lhat when an .022 x .028 inch goLd-platinr:m archwire was

deflected 1/100 of an inch, forces as high as 2.5 pounds (1134 grams)

could be generated.

Paulich in 1939 measured Ëhe forces developed by rubber bands and

round labial archwires using the instruments deveLoped by Bertram

( 1931) and rrish Q927) . He found that 10 rnillineter elastics

sËretched three times their original length r^rould produce a force of

311 grams. In comparing .032 inch labial arch¡,rires of gold-platinum

and stainless steel, Paulich found that when expanded 10 nillimelers

the gold-plaËinum archwire produced 42 grams of force rshile the stain-

less steel wire when expanded the sane amount produced 86 grams of

force.

In L952, Storey and Snich in a classical- PaPer, studied various

sizes and types of springs, using veights for loads, and an oPtical

micrometer for measuring displacemenc. The experimenÈal siËuation v¡as

sinilar to that described by Peytòn and Moore in 1933. Fron this

investigaËion, Ëhey were able to conclude LhaË the retraction springs

r,¡hich were popular at that tine applied high forces ( in excess of 500

grams) rn¡ith sma1l def lections (2-3 nillimeEers) r and that the inten-

sity of the force decreased markedly as the tooth moved.

Burstone et al in 1961, studied the load-deflection characteris-

tics of various springs made of stainless steel, using an instrument
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¡shich was capable of measuring both the load and the deflection of the

spring aË that load.

The authors pointed out that Ëhe characteristics of the spring

could be changed by altering four factors:

(1.) the wire alloy and therefore its mechanical properties,

(2.) the cross sectional geonetry of the wire,

(3.) the configuration of the spring,

(4.) Ëhe direction in '¡hich the spring is activaËed.

The aut,horq studied these factors, utilizing their instrumenËa-

tion, t,o support their theoretical considerations. From their inves-

tigation, they suggesËed that the force characterisËics of an

appliance could be predicËed by nonempiricaL methods.

Neuger aLso in 1961 usi-ng compression-tension gauges studied the

forces generaËed by f.ight torquing auxiliaries made of different dia¡n-

. eter wire. IIe concluded that the forces produced by the auxiliaries

rrTere proportional to the fourth power of the diameter of the wire,

thereby supporting Burstonets conclusion concerning the effect of the

cross sectional geometry on the force production of a spring.

The above early aËtempts to measure forces produced by orthodon-

tic appliances all utilized mechanical systems to measure the forces

produced when an appliance was activated. These were two dimensional

Íleasurements of the load deflect,ion characteristics of the appliance

v¡hich did not consider any forces generated in the third dimension, or

Ëhe momenËs which arose as a result of these forces.

Burstone (Jg6Ð in Vístas ín 0rthodontics, describes two devices
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which represented his efforts to improve on the compleËeness of ortho-

dontic force measuring meËhods.

One of the devices úras a trIater Torque Gauge (manufactured by the

Irlater ManufacËuring Coopany) which v¡as used to mechanically measure

the torquing acËion developed by an orthodontic spring. The other

iostrument consisted of an electronic micrometer to measure displace-

nent,, coupled to a spring balance which nechanically measured Ëhe

forces developed by a givea displacement. The instrunenEation thus

had the capabilities of measuring forces and displacernenË simultane-

ously and the capabilities of investigating torquing forces sepa-

rately. The principle disadvautages of this arrangement lies in the

fact that onLy one force and one rotation may be investigated in each

experiment.

The advent of electronic coûponent:s to Eeasure forces and dis-

placemenËs meant an increase in t,he accuracy of measuring devices and

a reduction in the human error that arises due Lo the tedious nature

of reading and recording from mechanical gauges.

The first atteÉpt Eo measure forces utilizing electronic comPo-

nents alone was by Johns in 1953. This work was further reported on by

Halderson et al later in Ehe same year. The ueasuring aPParatus con-

sisted of a transducer for converting the force to electrical energy,

an amplifier, and an ink-writing oscillograph to record the force.

Ilalderson et al studied the effect, of varying the properties of ortho-

dontic springs and also the relationship between deflection and the

amount of force produced in stainless steel archwires of various diam-

eËer. The investigation was carried ouË in vivo. The archwire to be
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tested was ligaËed to alL the brackets in the mouth, except the

lateral incisor. The defLection necessary t,o seat the archwire in the

laËeral bracket was maint,ained at .020 inches r^rhile the diameter of

the wires were varied fron .006 to .020 inches. The tranducer shaft

was applied to Ëhe archwire in the lateral incisor region, r.rhile the

transducer rras held by the investigator. The force required to seat

the archwire was then measured and recorded utilizing the ink-rvriting

oscillograph. They found that Ëhe forces developed by such a deflec-

tion tended to be large, varying from approximateLy 20 grams for .006

diametef wire to approximaËely 680 grams for .020 diameter wire.

In examining springs, they sÈudied the effecË of varying lengÈhs

and diameter of auxiliary springs on the amount, of force which was

produced. Using a fixed wire lengÈh, the authors found that a one

nillineter deflection in an .016 r¿ire produced a force of 22 grams,

while Ëhe same deflecËion in an .020 round rrrire resulted in 92 grans

of force. Using springs of sinilar dianeËer, the investigators dis-

covered thaË a spring, 6 nillimeters in length, produced 84 grams of

force, while one 14 niLlineters long, produced only L6 grams of force

for the same anount of deflection.

Testing nine nillimeter vertical loops of .0215 x .0275 inch

wire, Ëhey discovered that opening the loops one nillimeter resulted

in 800 grams of force. This led them lo conclude, that Lhe force lev-

els produced by this type of loop hras excessive.

In 1973 Burstone et a1 make reference to a sysËem that has the

capabilities of measuring forces and couples acting on a tooth in the

three planes of space. The measuring system made use of a force
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transducer arrangement. the transducer consisted of two semí-rigid

bars t,o which st,rain gauges lrere applied to record bending, torsion,

and axial loads. Beam theory and experimenËal loading \rere used for

calibration. The authors make no rePort of any data generated by the

above device and no further reference to this device could be found in

the literature.

Solonche eË al- in 1976 describe a measurement system for deter-

nining the forces and monents delivered by an orthodontic appliance in

an experiment,al situation. In this system, the appliance is consid-

ered Ëo be uniplanar. The force is measured using a linear voltage

displacement transducer (1,.v-D.T.), coupled to a cantilever beam' The

monents are measured by angular dispLacement tranducers. The dis-

placement, of the spríng is measured by another L.V.D.T. coupl-ed to a

movable carriage allowing pre-deËerinined activatioo Ëo be carried out.

The data is recorded on an x-y plotter as xooment or force versus

deflection. The sensitivity of the sysËem v¡as found t,o be greater

than one gram for forces and five gram-nillirreter for moments, and

possessed a measurement error of less than 12.

The first aËtempt found in the literature to measure orthodontic

forces in three dimensions r¡ras that of leasley et al in 1963. These

auËhors designed and fabricated an instrument which was capabl-e of

resolving Èhe force system for any appliance into six components,

orientated along the bucco-lingual, disËo-mesial, and appico-occlusal

axes. These six components consisted of t'three orthogonal rectilinear

forces" and t'three orthogonal angular forces or couples"-

lhe device consisted of a denture plate assembly made up of a
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steel jig plate to which were attatched twenty-eight netal teeth in an

arch form, a force sensing element made up of six stTain gauges nith a

range of plus or minus 80 ounces Q268 grams) ¡ ênd an electrical con-

trol system with an anplifier for recording the forces produced. The

systeu proved Lo be accurate to erithin two percent and was utilízeð by

Teasley to look at the force system produced by second order bends as

part of a prelirninary investigation into the instruuents accuracy.

This instrument was subseguently utilized by Buek et aI in 1964

to investigate the force systems involved in various bracket archwire

combinations in r¿hich there is a sliding action, with a coil spring

supplying the force.

Teasley (197 9) in personal coumunication ivith this author,

pointed out Ëhat subsequent nork was done with this instrument, buÈ

it does not appear to be reporËed on in the Literature.

In 1978 Paquien described the development of an instrument that

is capable of measuring simultaneously the three forces and three

moments produced by an orthodontic appliance for each position of

activation of the appliance. This instrument uses strain gauge force

transducers and a miniconputer for the aquisitíon and interpretaËion

of daËa collected bv the instrument. The sÈrain gauge tranducers of

r'¡hich there are síx, are so arranged tha! Lhe instrument can neasure

forces simultaneously in the three planes of space ie (xry,zr) and

also the momenËs around these planes. The instrument developed proved

to be capable of measuring forces up to a maximum of 100 grams plus or

minus 102 with a geouet,rical distortion aË the maximu¡n load of .2 nil-

limeËers. Due to broblems encount,ered in the measurement of moments,
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they were noË thoroughly test,ed, but r,¡ere assumed by the author to be

measurable up to a rnaxiuum of 2000 grarn-nillimeters plus or ninus 102.

Subsequent developments by McT,achlan (L979) have corrected t,he

problems encountered by Paquien. As a resuLt of these developments '

the insËrr-ment nor,r' has the capabiLities of measuring in three dimen-

sions, forces up to a maximr:n of 130 grams and moments to a naximum of

2300 gram-rnillioeters v¡ith an overall accuracy of plus or minus 37" of.

maximum reading.

The need Ëo understand better the characteristics and quantities

of forces and moments produced by the activation of orthodonLic appli-

ances can be seen from the above to have been of continuing interest

to orthodontists for a great length of Ëime. The early attempts that

utilized mechanical gauges and Ëwo dimensional analysis fe11 short in

Eheir attempts due to t,he avoidance of. the third dimension and also

due Ëo the inaccuracy of their early measuring techniques.

trdith the advent of more modern measuring Ëechniques the accuracy

of the measurenents improved, but the. lack of measurement in the third

dimension made Ëhese resuLts sti11 incouplete. 0n1y recently, with the

use of electronic technology and comPuters, has it become possible Ëo

dete::mine forces and moments simultaneously in all three planes of

sDace.

I,ÍATTIE},ÍATICAI EVALUATION OT' ORTTIODONTTC FORCES

Numerous investigaËors have suggested that the application of

sound rnathenatícal and engineering principles should permit the direct
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developed by orthodontic appliances due to

problems of measurement r.rould be bypassed.

Fish in 1917 was one of the first individuals to comment on Ehe

need for an understanding of engineering principLes in orthodontics.

Fish stated in his article that by utilizing static analysis of appli-

ances, beËter knowledge and understanding of the force system devel-

oped and the effects of these systems coul-d be gained. Hanau, an

engineer, also in 1917, stressed the inport,ance of utilizing engineer-

ing principles in orthodontics.

Peyton and Moore in 1933 utilized a known engineering fornula to

calculaEe the pressure applied to a tooth þ a canEilever spring. The

.3
fo:mula utilized by Ëhen was P=3EIy/1' where:

y=dispLacenent in inches .

P=load in pounds

l=length of beam in inches

E=modulus of elasticitv in Ib/in|-2

I=moment of inertia in (inches)f 4

The results from their calculaËions, in which they sËudied the

effecËs of varying nire diameter and Ëhe length of the cant,ilever,

rüere found to be in very close agreement with the resuLts they

obtained from experimentaL measurements. This approach províded a

good check on their method, and illustraËed Ëo them the applicability

of mat,hematics Ëo calculation of forces in simple cantilever springs.

Sved in 1952 utilized a ner,¡ meËhod developed by Brunfield called

"The Solution of Statically Indete::minate Structures by Transmission
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Coefficients!'. Using this approach, he aËtempted to analyize the

force syst,em developed in deflecting an arch!¡ire from its passive

position, f/100 of an inch into a bracket.

1o accomplish Ëhis, he assu¡oed that the arch was made up of a

straight beam, supporËed at tv¡elve points (representing Ëhe brackets

on Ëhe teeÈh) along its length. He then assuoed that for any of the

calcul.ations, the segment, of the archwire being tested would be sup-

ported at its ends and r,rould be 1/100 (0.254 m.) of an inch away

from the bracket in the niddle of this span. IIe was then able to

apply his calculaËions to determine the forces produced by deflecting

this r,iire 1/100 of an inch, inËo the bracket. Using this calculation

technique and studying .016 inch and .028 x .022 inch gold-platinum

wire, he r¡as abLe to conclude that .016 inch round rsire exert,ed only

13 per cent of the force exerted by an .028x.022 Lr'ch archr'rire and

that the forces generated by deviating an .028 x .022 archwire 1/100

of an inch rnay exceed tlro pounds (9OZ grarns) of force.

Drenker in 1956 presented several mathematical equations which

described the forces produced by second order bends. By utilizing

this approach, Drenker was able to demonst,rate that the resultant

forces in the sysËem produced a couple leading to intrusion of the

teeth aË one end of the segmenÈ and exËrusion of Ëhe Leeth at the

other end. IIe also shot¿ed that t'the Ëorque received by either end

tooth is about one half as great as Ëhe torque received by any oËher

tooth in the segement".

Drenker also calculated that the forces produced by second order

bends can be as high as two pounds (907 grams), and that the torque
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can be as high as .5 pounds-inch (5760 gm-m.), buË that these large

forces becoue quickly dininished due to the smal1 distance of activa-

tion of second order bends.

Iüat,ers in 1970 ultilized classical elasticity Ëheory to study the

force displacement relationship of trvo orthodontic spríngs ie. a

finger spring and a buccal canine retraction spring.

The procedure involved in the analyis of the appliance is as fo1-

lows:

(1.) breakdown of the appliance inËo component parts which

are anenable for analysis,

(2.) the consideration of the shearing forces and bending

mouents necessary to maintain the equilibrium of each

Part,

(3.) the dete:mination of the deformation of each component

uader the forces and couples required for its equili-

brir:m under point 2,

(4.) Ëhe surrmation of the deformaËion of the component parts

in tems of an arbitrary and externally applied force

or load.

In order to check the resultant calculations, the Load-deflection

relaËionships of enlarged models of the two appliances rrrere experimen-

taL1-y checked, and found to be in agreemenl r.lith the calculated theor-

etical values within the accuracy of the experimental measurements.

!üat,ers utilized the above procedure ín L972 to examine apron

springs and cuspid retracÈors and concluded from his calculations that
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the flexibity of an appliance varied directly with Ëhe nr:mber of coils

in the appliance and thaÈ it varíed inversely with the diameter of the

wire. He also concluded in his calculations that the cuspid retracEor

has a sEiffeness approximaËely 152 lower than a comparabLe apron

spring.

In 1976 üIaters utiLized simple beau theory Ëo investigate the

force system developed in plain archwires when they were displaced.

From these investigations he concluded:

(1.) Ëhe wire is deformed elasticalLy for small displace-

menË,

Q.) the force applied to a nisaligned tooth is directly

proportionaL to the two wire parameËers E(modulus of

elasticity) and I(second moment of inertia of che cross

section) ,

(3.) the forces applied to a misaligned tooth are direcËly

proportional to the distance Ëhe vire has been dis-

placed fron its normal posiLion,

(4.) if the misaligned tooth is 1ingually displaced, alter-

nate lingual and labial forces of decreasing magnitude

are appLied at successive teeth in the arch.

llaters Q976) also using simple beam Ëheory looked at the dis-

placement characËeristics of an archwire wiËh vertical loops. In this

investigation he studied the effecËs of varying the loop length and

rr¡idth and concluded:

(1.) an archwire with verËical loops is alrrays more flexible

than a sËraight arch providing the spans are the same
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length,

Q.) the flexibility for horizontal displacement is invari-

ably greater than that for deflectioo in Lhe vertical

pLane,

(3.) for horizontal displacement the length and the width of

each loop are the most important variabLes influencing

the flexibility such Ëhat the stiffness increased by

407" tot every 1 m. decrease in loop width.

Burstone et al (1973) used a computer program t,o compare results

obtained from an experimental investigation Ëo Ëheoretical resulËs

calculated from the computer program. The compuËer program as

reported by Koenig and Burstone (L97Ð is derived from an analysis

first performed Ëo determine the force and deflection characteristics

of arbitrary curved beams such as the turbine blades in aircraft

engines. they assume in their model that orthodontic appliances may

be studied as complex generalized beams with large length to cross

secËion propetties.

They concluded that Ëhe comput,er program was largely predictive

of experimental forces produced by orthodontic appliances. Soue vari-

aËion in prediction however arose as a result of fricËion between the

wire and the brackets. They also felt that clinical force systeras can

be reasonably estimaËed using the program but due to the fact that no

details on the Ëechnique ernployed in the computer program are given,

it is difficulc to evaluaËe these claims.

Tn L974 Koenig and Burstone reporËed on an investigation that

utilized the above computer program to investigaÈe Ëhe force systems

I7
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preseot in a f.ingual arch, a vertical loop, and a BursËone rectangular

loop.

In exanining the force system developed in the placement of an

.030 inch lingual arch they found that on placement of the lingual

arch, due to the distorËion of the arch that arises as a result of its

placemenË, a lingual force of 510 graus and a moment of 9860 gm.-nm.

was developed on the molars.

In examining a vertical Loop

that snall activations of the loop

activation produced a 1040 gm.-ûm.

a cuspid.

The results

produced a force

of .016 diameËer wire, they found

produced high forces ie. a 1.32msr.

momenÈ and a force of 506 grams on

A rectangular Loop was also examined enabling them to conclude

that a 5 uillirneter acËivation of this Loop, resulted in an intrusive

force of.230 grams and a small moment of 250 gm.-ÍÌm. aÈ the cuspid.

They also concluded that the force-deflect,ion rate for the rec-

tangular loop was smaller than lhaÈ of the vertical loop.

Yang and Baldwin in L9V4 described a mathematical analysis of a

space closing spring based on finite element analysis utilizing a com-

puter. Yang perfo:med this analysis on a 10 nillimeter vertical loop

and on a retracËion loop uËilized at Indíana University. The vertical

loop was idealized by 28 elements and the other retraction loop by 102

elements.

of

of

this investigaËion shor¿ed Ëhat a I/2m . def lecËion

227 grams and a bending moment of 942gn.-mn, in



Ehe vertical loops.

The Indiana retraction loop produced a force of 114 grams for

lm. of displacemenË and a bending momenË almost two orders of rnagni-

t,ude less than that produced by the vertical loop.

The above springs were investigated utilizing both the finite

element, analysis, and an experimental investigation, which sho¡¡ed

close agreenent between the two techniques. This led the authors to

,conclude that the finite element method should prove useful in analyz-

ing new spring designs prior to clinical studies and also in studying

lhe effecËs of changing the properties of the springs.

Grief et al in a paper given in 1978 introduced a three dinen-

sional finite element computer program for the analysis of orthodontic

force sysËems. The basis of the program is that an archwire may be

thoughË of as a number of finite elements tied together at connecting

nodal points. Each of the nodal points is defined by three deflec-

tions and three rotations, and associated force and moment equilibria.

r9

This program hras uËilized in the study

retracËion springs and T-loops, but the results

are not reported .

of

oi

several types of

this investigation

The attempts above Ëo describe force systems produced by an

appliance have all been made utilizing non-empirical methods. The

approach however poses some very real problems. The complex geometry

involved in appliances makes analysis virtually irnpossible in all but

sinple cases. The utilization of finite element and sinilar numerical

techniques involves non-exact solutions and judgernent in Ëheir
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appLication becomes importanË. In addition, the amount of computation

required to solve complicaËed orthodontic appliances in three-dimen-

sions is large. Most authors seem to have simplified these problems by

naking numerous assr:mptions concerning the appliances eg. trvo dimen-

sionality. the description of the appliance perforoance utilizing

mathematical or numerical anal-ysis is at best an approximation of the

actual appliance performance and, in general experimental coroboration

is desirable. It becomes evident therefore that an approach that

experimentally deËe:mines the actual force characte.r.istics of an

orthodonËic device is of more benefit than á mathematical approach.

The results of theoretical elasticity however are of great value in

predicting and undersËanding general Lrends in the experimental

resulEs obtained from orthodontic devices

cusPID RFTRACTION TECHNIQUES

Cuspid retraction in cases involving the removal of firsË bicus-

pids has always posed a problem to orthodontists. Croome in 1963

stated that I'cuspid retraction has always been a raËher av¡krrrard phase

in the treatment of an extraction case. Management of this tooth

seems to dominate and oËher proeedures must awaiE their turn". The

mechanisms and t,echniques for the retraction of cuspids are extremely

varied having arisen with whaË seems to be a l-ack of scienËific

thoughË and ËesËing.

Qarey conrmenting on this problem in 1950 st,ates that with the

gradual acceptance of bicuspid extraction and the problern of closing

space arising, "Gadgets and accessories v¡ere creaËed by the score,
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some aËtatched Ëo the arch, some to the brackets, and so¡ne

2L

to the

baads. Each one vras a temporary delight l¡rith an unhappy fut,ure. They

protruded, jiggled, pinched, and made dentaL hygiene and the patienËts

happiness ircpossible" There were cleats, levers, springs, coils,

loops, safety pins, and many other di¿bolical devices". This seems to

be the situation ¡¡ith the development of retraction devices both in

the past and even to soBe degree in the present.

The prinary goal of any device that is utilized in the retraction

of cuspids is to apply a distalizing force. The application of this

force is at the bracket of Ehe tooth, and is accomplished generally by

the use of coil springs, elastics, auxiliary springs used in conjunc-

tion with an archwire, and springs directLy incorporated into eiLher a

conËinuous or sectional archr¿ire.

The following secËion lqill serve as an historical overview of the

devel-opment of foice generaEing devices for the ret,racËion of cuspids.

Fron this it wil-l be seen Ehat the development of retraction devices

has been based primaríly on the individual clinician's personal pre-

ference wiËh, unÈi1 recently, 1ittle scientific thought being given Ëo

their development.

Case in 1892 as reported by Pollock (1916) rvas perhaps the first

individual to uËilize the application of force to move cuspids. Case

used inËernaxillary elasties to distaLíze the lower cuspids follolring

the extraction of the lower first bicuspids.

Arnold in 1928 described

close spacing between teeth.

first usage of a coil spring to

coil spring became knor¿n as the

Ëhe

The
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"Arnold spring", and although it !úas not utilized by hirn to distalize

cuspids, this type of spriag has been extensively utilized for the

retraction of cuspids.

Erikson, also in L928, described an ar¡riliary spring to be uti-

lized to retract cuspids. The appliance consisted of an .020 triangu-

lar spring at,Ëached to the arctn¡ire disËa1 to Ëhe cuspids. The spring

formed an isoceles triangle (possessing a one and one half turn loop

at its apex) with the archv¡ire. The mesiaL leg of Ëhe triangle was

soldered to the archwire distal to the cuspid. The distal (free) leg

of the triangle was hooked at íts end and engaged the distal end of

the molar tube. To acËivate the spring, the distal leg of the trian-

g1e was bent mesialLy and then reinserÈed into the distal end of the

molar tube, thereby activat,ing the spring

Io 1941 Johnson described Ëhe use of his tl'rin-wire appliance for

the treatment of those cases involving the exËracËion of bicuspids.

In this appliance, a push coil spring is the meËhod of choice Ëo move

the canine distaL1y. A coil spring of .006 wire is placed around the

archwire betr¡een the bands of the lateral incisor and Ëhe canine. the

length of the coil spring is slightly larger than the sPace between

the lateral incisor and the canine. By inserÉing the coil spring bet-

ween the lateral and Ëhe cuspid a force is exerted on both ends, push-

ing the l-ateral incisor mesially and the canine distally. In order to

prevent mesial movement of the lateral incisor, class !!7o inter:naxil-

lary elastics are used in Lhe maxillary arch and class three. intermax-

iltary elastics in the mandibular arch.

Tweed in L94I in discussing cases in which he felt that
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extractions were necessary ie. binaxillary protrusion, decribed a

technique utilized by hin for the distalization of the incisal seg-

nent, and the closure of the spaces created by lhe bicuspid extrac-

tion.

Tweedrs technique involved the preparation of anchorage in the

buccal segments, t:'íLlzing second order bends to distalize the crovrlls

of the Posterior teethr so that Ëhey r¡rere more resistanË to the cl-o-

sure force. To creaËe this closing force, Tweed util-ized a.Q2I inch

round archr,rire with vertical loops in the region of the extraction

spaces. To activate the closed vertical loopsr â steel ligature was

passed around the distal end of the molar band to a small spur sold-

ered to the archwire in the region of the dístal leg of the vertical

loop. By tighËening the ligature, the loop was opened creaËing a dis-

taLizing force.

Ín L942 Lewis described an appliance based on Trøeedr s approach

above with the slight modification being lhat the appliance was acËi-

vated by passing a ligature from the distal of the molar buccal tube

to a sËop on the archvrire mesial to the molar tube. To activate the

verLical 1oop, the ligature $ras tightened, thereby opening it.

Carey Ln L944 utilized .a sectional archr,rire Ëechnique to retract

cuspids. The technique described gave ttro different methods for

retraction. Both ¡oethods use an .020x.025 sectional archrøire that

extends from the second molar to the second bicuspid. In the Íirst

technique the retraction force is supplíed by Ëhe compression of a

coil spring mesial to the cuspid, while in Ehe second technique

retraction comes abouË by activating a vertical loop in the secËional
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arch, distal to the cuspid.

Lewis (1950) described a ¡rodification to his technique involving

the retraction of cuspids individually. The retracËion is accom-

plished by using a .008 inch coil spring betr,¡een the lateral and cus-

pid on an .02Lx.025 inch archrsire. By compressing the spring, the

cuspids were moved distally.

Bull in 1951 introduced his sectional archr'rire assembly for the

reËraction of cuspids. The sectional arch consisted of an .02L5x.025

inch stainless steel wire extending from the mesial of the cuspid

bracket to the last banded molar in the arch. Approximately 1.5mr.

disËal to the cuspid rüas a closed vertical loop incorporaËed into the

secËiona1 archrnrire. The diroensions of the loop as given by Joule

(1960) are approximately 8"r.. for the maxillary arch and 6.5nn. for

the rnandibular arch. The device r¡ras activated by opening the vertical

loop, providing a distalizing force on the cuspid. Bull suggested thaË

the loop be activated lrm. every 3 r¿eeks.

Snith and Storey in L952, rrere Pfrhaps the first individuals to

apply some scientific reasoning to retraction devices. In response to

their investigation of forces developed by cuspid retraction devices,

they devLloped a new cuspid retraction uechanism based on their find-

ings.

This retraction device was essentially a cl-ock spring as described

by Strang (1950) witl the following nodifications:

( I . ) it r,¡as made of .020 inch ¡,¡ire,

Q.) the inside diameter of the coil r'ras L/8 ot an inch r,siÈh Ë¡Eo

and one half turns at the apex,
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(3,) Èhe a:ns of the spring were .3 inches long.

these modifications gave the spring a lotr load-deflection rate

and a low force value at maximun acËivation, Ër'¡o propert,ies that Srnith

and Storey fel-t \üere lacking in other cuspid reLraction designs.

ActivaËion was the same as for the Surang "clock springt'.

Buchner in 1953 used a continuous .02Ix.024 Ln. archwire r,rith

stops mesial Ëo the molars tubes for cuspid retraction. The distaliz-

ing force was provided by a closed coil spring auxiliary aËtaËched at

one end to the nolar tubes and at the other end by a ligaËure to the

cuspid. By tightening the ligature, the coil spring was opened , Pto-

viding the necessary force. Buchner fel-t that the advantage of this

technique $las t,haL the entire posterior segmenË would function as an

anchorage unit. this technique r,¡as also used by Dewel (1956).

The Begg technique, firsË described in 1956 by Begg, made use of

a light, resiliant, .018 in. continuous archwire with hooks placed in

the archrvire mesial to the canines. ReËracËion was accomplished by the

use of light inÈra-arch elastics streËched from Ehe hooks in the

archwire to the distal ends of Ëhe archwire.

Shapiro in 1957 wrote about, a technique known as the Northrvest

Technique, which was based on Tr,¡eedt s principles. Distal moveuent of

the canines in the lo¡,rer arch rsas effecLed by the use of intercanine

compressed coil springs using a continuous archr¿ire. The lor¿er ante-

rior teeth except for the cuspids \,tere not banded. In Ëhe uPper arch,

the rnaxillary canines r¡ere moved distally using a technique similar to

that described by Johnson (194f).
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Parrott in an article in 1958 co@enËs on the use of the univer-

sa1 appliance (Atkinson 1931) ia extraction cases. Ret,raction in this

technique is accomplished using a tightLy wound eoil spríng of .010

inch Ëempered wire. The mesial segnent of the spring is attatched to

the cuspid bracket. The distal end of the coil spring has a straight

section, and is passed through Ëhe molar sheath.

The spring is activaËed by pulling the straight secÈion of the

coil spring through the molar sheath thereby opening the spring. A

continuous archwire is used in this technique.

Goldstein in 1959 invented an elastic Ehread consisËing of a rub-

ber core, covered by a closely Iüoven nylon thread. Ret.raction of a

cuspid could be accomplished by tying the elastic thread around the

canine bracket and the posterior buccal segmenË. By stretchíng the

thread, a distalizing force could be applied to the cuspid.

Sorenson in 1960 made use of a secËional arch of .019x.028 inch

sÈainless steeL wire for cuspid retraction. The distaLiztng force r,ras

supplied by a clock spring mechanism developed by Strang (1950). The

clock spring is made of .022 íneh gold wire forming a coiL 2 to 3mn in

diameter r^rith I 1/2 turns. The coil is soldered to the sectional arch

between the cuspid and the second premolar. The free end of the clock

spring has a small eyelet and faces distally. The spring is activated

by passing a ligature from the eyelet on the spring to a staPle on Ëhe

canine band. By tighening the ligature, the spring is activated pro-

ducing the desired force.

Burstone in 196I utiLizing basic mechanical principles designed a
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retraction spring thaË was capabLe of produciog a Low load deflecËion

rate, a more constant release of force, and a low force value aË maxi-

num activation. this rüas in contrast Eo the various retraction

mechanisms being uÈilized at that. time eg. vertic¿l loops.

The retraction device r¿as made of fLat .008x.020 inch stainless

steel wire (flat wire was employed because of its optiraal cross sec-

tion for unidirectional bending). The spring riras essenËially a verti-

cal loop with the following nodificatious. Since Ëhe maximum bending

moment in a spring of this design is at the apex of the spring a coil

3m. in diameter rsith two and one-half turns is incorporated at this

point. At the junction of the horizont,al and verËicaL legs are two

heLices, a smal1 helix (dianeter 1.5m.) with one and one-quarter

Lurns , and a larger helix (diameter 3m.) also with one and one-quar-

ter turns. These helices are utilized to compensate for angular

deflection of the springts horizontal- legs as it is l-oaded. The

spring is attat,ched beËween an .021x.025 inch base archt¡ire and an

anterior segnenË by a rectangular washer. To activate the spring, Ëhe

washer is slid along the base arch and criuped at the desired actir¡a-

tion.

In 1966 Burstone described a reËraction device designed for indi-

vidual cuspid retraction. The device r,ras based on his segmented arch

technique. The cuspid retraction mechanism consisted of t\üo parts,

Ëhe posterior stabilizing segment, and the cuspid retraction spring.

The cuspid retraction spring is fabricaËed of .010x.020 inch wire and

is 6um. high. The spring is attatched to the posterior segment by a

rectangular washer. The spring is rectangular in shape, wiËh helices
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placed at the corners" The gingival helices contain one and one-quar-

ter Ëurns v¡hile Ëhe two occlusal helices contain two and one-quarter

turns. The anterior ar¡r of the spring is laninaLed and r¿ill orientate

into tbe cuspid bracket. The mechanism is frictionless ie. not uti-

lizing a continuous archrsire. Because it is fricËionless, all the

necessary forces and momenËs must be incorporat,ed inËo the spring

mechanism itself for ttcompleËett cuspid conËro1.

Four major activaÈions are therefore placed in the spring, rr¡hich

Burstone felt gave complete control over the cu"spid Eovenent. These

activations are a distal forcer ân antirotation moment¡ ârI antitip

moment and an intrusive force. The advanLage of this type of reËrac-

tion mechanism, Burstone feLt, was good control over undesirable tooth

movemenËs, low load defLection raËe, low force level and a constant

force rate. The spring rüas activaËed 7tnm. producing a force of

approximacely 200 grams.

Ln L964 Broussard et al in an attempË to design a more efficienË

treatment system developed an appliance thaE utilized num.erous auxi-

liary spring mechanisms. The rationale behind the use of auxiliary

springs was:

(1.) they are easy io utilize,

(2.) the main archvrire is continuous and therefore contained no

bends ie. nultiloops, which were difficult Eo incorporate

and produced unpredícËable forces,

(3.) patients are more recepLive to the auxiliaries, than to a

multil-oooed apoliance.

orThe cuspid reËracËion auxiliary is nade of either .014, .016,
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"018 inch wire, rshich is heat treated. It consists of a Lock Loop, a

vertical post behind the lock loop, a vertical closing 1-oop with a

helical coil behind the vertical post, and a straight distal amr which

was long enough to extend Ëo the distal of the molar tube. The legs

of the verËical closing loops r¡rere approximately 6rmr. long.

To acËivaÈe the loop, Ëhe verËical post is placed in the vertical

slot in lhe brackeË \'¡ith the closing loops pointing gingivally. Ïhe

distaL arÈ was benË around the distal of the molar tubes such that the

vertical arms of the closing loops nere crossed thereby activaËing the

spring. The lock loop is pl-aced around the archwire securing the

assembly. At the above amount of activaËion, the authors felt that

the spring in .014 wire rsould be exerting 2 to 3 ounces (57 to 85

grans) of force. In order Ëo obtain distal root movement, using the

retractor a moment. is placed on the cuspid to produce Ehe desired

movement. This is accomplished by bending the vertical post, distally

thereby placing a moment independent of the springrs act,ivation on the

cuspid.

Gawley in 1971 uËilized a similar auxiliary for canine retraction

using the universal appliance of Atkinson (1931). The retraction

mechanism in this case r{as construcËed of .016x.016 inch square wire,

r¿ith a sectional .014 inch wire bet¡seen the second premolar and molar.

Ilixon it L972 attempted to provide a scientific argunen! for his

orthodontic technique which rvas based on simplifíed mechanics. In

Ehis technique the cuspids are retracËed on an .016 or .018 inch flat

archwire with the distalizing force coming fron plasLic ligatures

placed labially and lingually to prevent roteËion. The flat arch due
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to its geometry Ëends to resist tipping moEion of the cuspids.

The chief advantage of this approach as pointed out by Hixon

its sinplicity. The technique does not make use of closing loops

the extraction sites, and hence ¡nininizes the tendency for the arch

sag, which would allor¿ the teeth to tip.

Andrews in 1976 explained the use of his straighË wire technique

in extraction cases. This appLiance makes use of brackets thaË allow

for active control of teeth in three planes of space ie. the brackets

contain refinements that produce firSt, second, and third order move-

1xenËs. The exËraction series brackets for the cuspids also contain

antitip and antirotaËion capabilíties. The cuspid brackeË is designed

with a hook, pointing gingivaLly exËending fron Ëhe brackel known as a

ttPower A:m". The purpose of this extension is the placement of the

forces closer Ëo the centre of resistance of the tooth. The retrac-

tion forces for Ehe cuspid are supplied by either coil springs or

elastics extending from the distal of the molar to Ëhe I'Polver Arm".

The appLiance therefore has the capabilities of offsetting the unde-

sirable movements ËhaË arise as a result of applying a force to the

crown of a tooth ie. rotaËion and tipping, as is seen in convenËional

mechanics.

Bench et al in 1978 described Rickett's Bioprogressive technique.

This approach is based on the concept of applying light continuous

forces. The brackets are such that they ot.f.et Ehe possibilities of

conËrol in three dininsions ie. first, second, and third order capa-

bilities are builL into the brackets. The techniques uses sectional

arches. The retracËion sections are nade of .016x.016 inch "Elgii-oy"

is

at

t,o
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wire and extend from the cuspid through the molar tube.

The nandibular cuspid retracËion spring is composed of a "double,

vertical, helical, closing loop", placed distal Ëo the cuspid in the

extraction space. The distal end of the spring is placed through the

molar Ëube and the bicuspid bracket. By pulling the distal end,

Ëhrough the molar tube, the spring is activated. the suggested acti-

vation is 2 to 3mn., producing approximately 150 grems of force.

The maxillary cuspid retraction spring is a "doubl-e, .vertical,
he1ical, ext,ended, crossed T, closing loop". the mechanism is acti-

vated in the same fashion as the rnandibuLar mechanism, but the activa-

tion is in the 3 to 4ron. range, producing a force of 150 grams.

c0NCLUSr9NS

A sound understanding of the force characteristics of orthodontic

devices has been adùocated by early dental researchers. Fish (L9I7)

and llanau Q9L7 ) Uottr felt that it was imperative that the orËhodon-

tisË have some idea as to what Ëypes of forces his appliances r¡rere

producing during activation. The difficulty of this problem at thaË

time was that lhe early reasearch meËhodology only allowed two dimen-

sional measurements of force production from very simple appliances

eg. coiL spring. The type of measuring apparaEus utilized was also

relatively inaccurate and had no capabilities for measuremenL of

moments.

I,Iith Ëhe advenË of nore uodern measuring instrumentation

eg.BursËone (1962) it becane possible to measure force production more
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exactly and also to begin measuring the amount of moment generated

during appliance activation" These aËtemPts were sËi11, however, only

two dimensional, and Ehe experimental technique required tedious phy-

sical reading of force gauges.

As technol-ogy improved, and the use of elect,ronic componenËs

became more widespread (Johns 1953, Teasley 1963, Burstone L973,

Solonche L976, Paquien f978), iË became possible to elininate Ëhe phy-

sical reading of force gauges and to perhaps increase the accuracy of

measure¡gents. This use of more modern electronic technology also

allowed measurement of both forces and Boments.

As Ehe technology continued

the help of computers to begin

(Paquien 1978), such thaË today

allor,r one to look aE the force

devices in three dimensions.

Lo improve, it became possible with

investigating the third dimensionn

the insËrumentation is available to

and momenË producËion of orthodontic

Due to Ëhe facË that sound mechanical principles have not until

recently been utilized for the deveLopment of retraction devices, it

is not surprising that their development has been somerøhat haphazatd.

The evolution of retraction devices seens to have arisen with little

or no scientific thoughË. A clinician sinply decided that his method

eras superior with no experimental investigation, and touted iÈ as the

besË possibl-e way of accoraplishing retraction. Tf. Ëhe Ëechnique did

noË perform as promised, it was either discarded or else another loop

or coil or wire rnras added to produce the new improved varieüy which

r¿ou1d "undoubtedly" be superior. There r¿as never proof given to
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support these claims.

More recent aËtempts by reaserchers (Burstone L966r. Broussard

L964, Beach 1978 ) to improve cuspid retracËion devices have used more

sound mechauical principles, but even today the claims of Ehese

researchers do not seem to have been substantiated by sirnultaneous,

three-dimens iona 1 meas urement s .

I-..:.::I.'
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MATERIATS AT'ID METI{ODS

INTRODUCTION

The iastrumentation (general view figure 1) used in this investi-

gation \,tas that originally devetoped by Paquien (1978), and nodified

by Mclachlan (1979). It consisted of three principal components:

(1.) a measuring system,

Q.) a data aquisition system,and

(3.) a minicomputer.

MEASURING SYSTEM

The measuring sysÈem makes use of six transducers, arrahged in a

. geometrical configuration vrhích permits the computation of three

forces, and three moment,s by a ttlinear combination of the six trans-

ducer responses." (Paquien 1978).

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of the three forces and

three looments, to the measuring instrumentation. These six components

are:

(f) force in the x direction, (rx): force in nesiaL-distal

direction,

Q) force in the y direction, (ry): force in occlusal-gin-

gival direction,

(3) force in the z direction, (fz): force in buccal-Lingual

direction,

(4) moment around the x axis, (ltx): rotation around the

nesial-distal axis,

(5) moment around the y axis, (t'ty): rotation around the

occlusal-gingival axis,
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1.
2.
3.

l'{easuring syst,em
Data aguisition syst,em
MinicompuLer

Figure 1. General view of inst,rumentation
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(6) moment around the z axis, (ptz): robation around the

buccaL-lingual axis.

The xtytzt axes of the insËrument, may also be readily aligned to oËher

dental axes, if required.

The transducers consist, of two strain gauges cemented to a cantí-

lever, such that the transducer is sensitive only to bending. The

strain gauges are EounËed in a const,ant voltage, four-arm, tr{heat,stone

bridge (fig. 3A) allowing . 
"h"og" 

in resisËance of the strain gauges

to be converted Ëo an electrical signal.

The I'lheatsËone bridge rnethod Leads to Ëhe derived forsrula:

U = Vb - Vd (1),

where U is the ouËput volËage. If the cantilever is subjected to

bending sËrain, Rt becomes RË +aR and Rb becomes Rb -aR (fig. 38)

and leads to the equaËion,

Vd = Vb + Vb¿R/R Q)

if this is substituËed into equation 1 we end up with

U = VbaR/R ,

and from this it can be seen that t,he output voLtage is proportional

to the change ín resisËance of the sËrain gauges. This in turn is

proportional to the amount of bending of the cantelever r¿hich is pro-

portionaL to the applied force. thus, with the application of proper

const,ants t.he ouËput of the strain gauge transducers can be read

direcËly in terms of grams of force.

The measuring instrument (¡ig. +) consists of four main parts

Ëhe framer ên internal suspended ring, a central triangular block,

and an elecËromagnetic vibrator.
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In Ëhe instrument, tlro types of transducers are used, type A and

type B as evident in figure 5. The type A transducers (1,2,3) lneasure

the horizontal forces and the pivoting moment,. They are rigidily

attached to the Ëriangular shaped cenËral block and are free to slide

horizontally through their respective con.t,acts located on Ëhe sus-

pended ring. The type B transducers (4,516) measure the vertical com-

ponents of force and moments in Ëhe horizontal plane. These

transducers are rigidly attached oo one end to the frame of the

instrument and on the other end to Ëhe suspended ring.

Modifications to the original design of Paquien by Mclachlan

G979), have alleviated the buckling problems reporËed by Paquien.

The calibr¿tion of the measuring instru¡aentation ruas initially

done by Mclachlan 0979). Ttre calibration procedure involved the

application of known forces and moments in three dimensions so that

appropriate constants could be determined. These constants when mul-

tiplied by the recorded st,rain gauge output ensured that the sensiËiv-

ity of all gauges were the same, in both a push or pull direction, and

relaËive Ëo each other. The appropriate nultiplication constanLs,

also allowed a direcË reading of the strain gauge ouËpuËs in grams of

force and grams-raiLlirneters of moments.

The instrumenË proved, after the calibration procedure, Ëo have a

maximum force range of 130 gn. and a rnoment range of 2300 gn.-nm.,

wiËh a random error within plus or minus 37" of. ful-l scale.

This accuracy rras felt to be more than adequaËe for Ëhe experi-

mental work. A subsequent calibraËion check, performed as part of
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this investigation, confi:med this accuracy.

DATA AQUISITION SYSTEM (O.E.S.)

The D.A.S. r^ras utílized to measure

transducers ín the measuring instrulnent.'

ner ¡shich allor'rs the ãssessÍßenË of each

These val-ues are relayed to the computer

the forces and moments generated when the

loaded.

The use of the compuEer as a conËrolling

tinuous check on the insËruuentaLion involved

the electrical outputs of all

The D.A.S. possesses a scan-

transducer outpuË separately.

to allow the calculation of

measuring instrumentation is

device, provided a con-

The control of Ëhe D.A.S. scanner is accomplished by the minicom-

puËer. The details of Ëhe control program and methods of recording

from the transducers are given by Paquien (fgZA).

MINICOMPUTER

The ninicompuËer util-ized in rhis investigation was a Her¡lett-

Packard 98304 interfaced r'¡ith an X-Y plotter, a printer, a recording

system, and the data aquisition sysEem (D.A.S.). The minicomputer was

used in both the calculation and collection of daËa, and also as the

controlling element in the experimental routine. The compuËer is

capable of executing the experimental procedure by using an interface

systeB (BUS) which allorss a tneans of communication betr¿een instrument,s

involved in the measurement system, and is a way of transfering data

between devices.

ff"11tuee,
%--h

OF ,r{At\.iffEÁ,
c%tu|lq

ff',9nnnr'oF

to ensure tha
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functíoning properly. fhis feature prevented improper daËa, due to

equipment nalfuncLion from being taken. the ninicomputer rüas respon-

sible for ensuring that all steps necessary eo run through an experi-

Ereot were accomplished before and during the experimental run. It

also enabled data to be taken with little danger of human error due to

fatigue. Finally, it permitted Ëhe transducer outputs to be stored on

magnetic tape at the end of each experirnental run.

Tvro compuËer programs wriËten by Mclach1an ( tgllÐ, $rere utilized

in the investigaËion. Both programs were wriËten in BASIC, and con-

sisted of a data aquisítion program, and a data analysis progran.

The data aquisition program was designed not only to collecË the

data from Ëhe strain gauges, but also, as described above, Lo conËrol

and safeguard the data coLlecLion.

The flow diagram in figure 6, illustraËes the salient features of

the data aquisition program.

The second computer program¡ rrâs designed to provide an analysis

of the rarv data and, as figure 7 indicaLes, to plot selected quanti-

ties and Ëo calculaËe the slopes of the selected plots. The program

allows the horizontal axis Êo be proportional to force or to activar-

ion distance, and the vertical axis to moment" or for""r. The use of

slopes in this investigation will be explained in a further section.

The purpose of the plot rouËine rdas to provide a visual interper-

Ëation of the results. This proved to be important in those situa-

tions rrrhere the slope values of two curves are similar but the curves

had different properties eg. differenE intercepts r,rith the verical
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CEECK SÎATUS D.A.S.

CEECK AilD RECORD

INPUÎ VOLTAGE

SEI.ECT ACIIVATIOI{ DIRECÏION AND

NINÍBER OF DATA POINÎS (X)

R¡CORD VOLTAGE L"V.D. 1.

SELECT RIIATIONSITIP
TO BE GRAPTTED

SE¡.ECT A}¡D RECORD

A}IÏ OFFSETS

ACÎIVATE GA¡ITRY (À ¡ûf.)

VI3RATION ON . VIBRATION OFF

IF FORCE > I3O GM.

IF Moìfm,rÎ ) 2300 GÌl.-t${.

STORE DATA ON TAPE

FIGURE 6. FIo!Í DIAGRAT.{ DATA AQUISTTToN PRoGRAM
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LOAD PROGRAM

INPUT FIIE NT'MBER

CALCULATE FORCES

AÌ.TD MOMENTS

SELECT PIOT (P)
OR SI,OPE ( S)

INPUT X VARTABLE

INPUT Y VARIABLE

CALCUIATE SLOPE

PRINT SLOPE

FIGURE 7. FIOT.I DIAGRAM DAÎA AI{ALYSIS PROGRAI"I
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This program therefore allowed a plotting of the data, and also

enabled the large volume of data collect to be substaneially reduced

to a more manageable size, by the calculation of slope values.

ACTIVATION SYSTEM

In orthodoaËics it is not ungommon to have a situation r¿here Ëhe

ends of a reËraction loop may not be on the same pLane in a horizontaL

or verËicaL direction. If the ends of the loop are rigidLy attached

to the abutment Èeeth, the net effect of having Ëhe ends on dífferent

l-evels will be to introduce unknown forces and moments

Numerous investigators in the past have studied tire effects of

activatioa in a single plane assuming ËhaË Ehe ends of Ëhe loop

in the saue plane. The effects of imperfect alignmenc of the ends of

the loop during activation has noË been reported. As a result of

this, the activaËion system (fig. B) was designed to hàve the ability

to produce acLivation of a loop in three dimensions. Ihis allowed the

investigation of the effects on the force production of not having

perfect alignment of the ends of Ëhe loop.

In the present investigation, the x direcÈion $zas the principle

direction of activation of all loops. The loop to be Ëested, r¡Ias

attached between Ëhe central triangular block and the vertical acËiva-

t,ion post, so ËhaË when the acËivat,íon plate was moved the loop

became acËivated. The attachment of the spring t,o the acËivation sys-

tèm, r'ras accomplished by clanping the mounting tube on the loop to Ëhe

..:.' 
" 

a':
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VERTICAL
L.V. D. T.

ACTIVATTON
PLATE

CI,AI"ÍPING
MECHA¡1ISM

VERTICAL
ACTIVAÎION
POST

ITORIZONTAL
L.V. D. T.

FIGURE 8. ACTTVATION SYSTEM
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vertical activation post. ActivaËion in the other pl-anes of space,

cau also be accomplished by acÈivating the loop in Ëhe appropriate

direction. The aûount of activation in both the x and y directiou is

mooitored by a linear voltage displacement transducer (1".v.0.T.).

The activation system, .allowed an activation range of pLus or

minus 26w,. in a horizontal direction and plus or minus 16¡nm. in a

vertical direction. In this range of values, any anount of activation

and any number of acËivation points could be taken. In most experirnen-

tal situations, a range of 2m. in Ëhe x direction (mesial-distal)

with Ëen activation poiuËs was selected. The amount of activation once

selected rüas controLed by t.he minicomputer.

TOOTE MODEL

The aËLachment of the loop to be Ëested to Ëhe central Ëriangular

btock of the measuring insËrument, vlas accomplished using a mechanism

which was designed to duplicate the dimensional relationship that

exisËs between a cuspid tooth (with a bracket on the buccaL), and a

retraction loop. This attachmenÈ wil-1 be referred to as the model

tooth.

The model tooËh (tig. 9) is

cenËral Ëriangular block of the

sËrucËed of aluninun to reduce its

placed on the measuring instrumenË.

model tooth be a rigid body and as

not. impof,tant. The shape in figure

in construcËion than for any other

attached aË a right'angle, to the

measuring instrument. It is con-

weight and thereby reduce the load

It is of prime importance that the

long as it is rigid, its shape is

9 rrras utilized more for convenience

reason.
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ORIEODONTIC
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FIGURE 9. MODEL TOOTI{
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Surstone l.l-96Ð has esËibaËed the center of resistance of a cus-

pid tooth to be .6 times the distance from the gingival nargin to the

apex. For the purposes of the present investigation, this value r¡ras

taken as sufficienËly accuraËe. By utilizing average values for cus-

pid dineosion (tr'Iheeler 1974), and assr:ming Ëhat in an orËhodontic case

the bracket would be placed in the niddle Il3 of, the buccal surface of

the crorrn, the following distances from Ëhe center of resistance Eo

the bracket on the cuspid were decided upon.

The perpendicular dist,ance from the center of the bracket, to the

cenËer of resistance rras L2 m., while the perpendicular distance from

the base of the sLot in Ëhe brackeË Ëo the long axis of the tooEh was

4.2 w,. These dimensions !'rere utilized in the construcËion of the

model tooth. Figure 10 diagraraaticalLy shows the relationship of the

cuspid to the model tooËh.

The loop to be tested \,ras attached to the model Ëooth using a

clanping mechanism (fig. 9) which was designed to ensure that no undue

pressure was applied Ëo the cenËral triangular block when the loop was

placed in the measuring instrument.

}fOTTNTING

A procedure for mounËing the loops to the appropriate clamping

mechanism r¿as deemed necessary to possess the follor.ring characteris-

t,ics :

it, reËained the loop in the measuring instrumentation

so Ehat no slippage of the end points of the loop

occurred as it was loaded,

(1)
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A BRACKETED CUSPID 1O
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(2) it maiatained the ends of the loop in a rigid fashion

ie. allowing no rnovenenË in a horizonËal or vertical

direction at the mounËing tube-loop interface during

Loading,

(3) it allowed the freedom of using different diameters of

r¡ire (although Ehis l'¡as not done in the present inves-

tigation) !'rithout necessiÈating the changing or altera-

tion of the testing apparatus,

(4) it allowed a change in the placeuenË of the vert,ical

portion of the Loop in a horizonËal direction, ivhile

still using the same Loop, thereby avoiding the error

Ëhat can arise in the fabrication of loops (Vanderby et

aL L977),

(5) it could be applied to either end of the loop and be

compatable with Ehe ËesËing apparatus '
(6) it was easy t,o use and inexpensive.

To the above ends, the following mounting procedure v¡as developed and

util-ized.

Stainless steel tubing (outside diameter 1.3 m., inside diameter

.7 m.) was utilized as a cosrmon element in the mounting of all loops

to be tested. By using a conmon size of tubing onLy one atLachment

mechanism on the measuring instrumenË rùas required. The inside diame-

ter ¡sould allow wires up to diameter .65 Eutr. to be tested \.Iithout

alteration of the instruuentation.

The loops exarnined were mounted to the tubing as illustrated in

figure 11.
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To aËtach the loops to the tubing and also to filL in the space

between the wire and the inside waLls of the tubing, hot¡ red dental

compound (remperature approxinately 50 - 60 degrees C) was injected

into the tube once t,he wire was placed in the correcL position ie.

centerd in the Èubing. the equipment in figure L2 vas utilized to

accomplish this.

Dental compound was chosen as the cementing nedium betr¿een Ëhe

Lube and Loop f or the f ol.lowing reasons:

(f) it is inexpensive and easy to work wit,h,

(2) it seËs quickly from a fluid to a solid sËate,

(3) it has lolr ther^mal conductivety (Skinner and Phillips

1967) and Ëherefore little Ëransfer of heat to the wire

occurs if the tubing is heated,

(4) the solid compound is rigid r,¡ith little or no flexibil-

ity, so that when the loop is loaded, there will be no

distortion of the compound,

(5) the adhesive properties of the compound are such thaL 
. .., ,:.:., ,,

either the loop is held solidly when it is loaded or 
, ,

there is complete disassociation of the loop from Ëhe . .i i 
:

compound (innediately visible), causing Ëhe loop to

slide freeLy

(6) the compound possess a low melting point ie. it achieves r . '"

approximateLy 957" of its flow aL a ËemperaËure of 50

degrees C (Stinner and Phillips L967), a temperaËure

which will not effect Ëhe properties of the wire.

The loop to be tested r¡ras attached r,sith tubes at both ends, v¡ith
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RED DENIAL COMPOT]ND
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FIGURE 12. ATTATCHING MOT]NTING TUBES
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the distance between Ëhe tubes 12m. By gently heating the tubing, the

compound in the inside of the Lube becones fLuid enough to allor,r the

¡¡ire to slide freely, thereby aLlowing the changing of position of the

verËical portion of the loop rvithin the 12 m. distance.

In all the experinental procedures, the distance between the

mounting tubes or the ttinÈerbracket distancett was taken as LZ nñ.

This measurement assumes Lhat the loop begins at t,he end of Ëhe tube.

This assumpÈion is on1-y vaLid if the compound is flush with the end of

the tube. When the compound is not flush r,rith the ends of the tube,

the loop is in fact longer. In figure 13' position A, the looprs ori-

gin is aL M while in figure 13 r position B, the origin is at L such

Ëhat the loop is in fact L-M rom. longer.

By heating the compound and sliding the loop in the tube, it is

possible to produce a situation as is pictured in figure 13, position

B, due to the adhesiveness and fluidity of the softened compound.

In order Eo assess the accuracy of the method

evaluate any error associaËed with moving the wire

preliminary investigation was carried out.

Eo

a

of

in

mounting and

Lhe tubing,

This investigation involved a cantilever spring made of .016in.

diameËer stainless sËeel orthodontic wire mounted in a tube using the

nethod dsecribed. This cantilever spring - mounting tube combinaËion

is a repliea of the experimental siEuaËion as far as the mounting

procedure is concerned. The spring vras loaded rrrith t,hree knor,rn

rveights, applying them one aË a Lime until a total of three rrreíghts

were added. The ioads used were comparable to those obtained in tests
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each weight

to .01 m.

The length froo the end of the tube to the point of applicaËion

of the load was initiaLly 12 m. By heating Ëhe tube as described

above, Ëhe lengÈh of the spring røas decreased 1 m. and the above

procedure rras carried out for lengths of 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, and 6

mtr.

The procedure was repeated three times for each length using the

same weights in a random order. The mean deflection for each weight

addition was calculat,ed and plotted as a load-defl-ection curve for

that length. The slope of the load-deflecÈion curve v¡as then calcu-

lated and plotted against the cube root of the length of the cantil-

vever spring. fhis line was then extrapolated back to the x axis to

assess r^rhere the origin (in relation to the mounting tube) of the loop

r¡74S.

The results indicated that a total error of .2 r¡n. occured if the

wire was moved a total distance of 6 m. through the tubing. Since in

the acËua1 experimental procedures the wire would noË be moved this

amount, the error deter-rined above r,¡as considered accepËab1e.

An investigation into the strengt,h of the mounting procedure was

not undertaken as the reËention of the loop in its mounting tube would

be an "a11 or noËhingrr situation. This arises frorn the brittle nature

of denËa1 compound at room temperature.
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ACCURACY A}TD CA],TBRATION CIIECK

An investigation of the nodified instrumenËation of Paquien reas

undertaken to essess the random error in the apparatus and also to

assess the accuracy of the measuring instrument,.

The complete detaíLs and results of the investigation are availa-

ble in Ehe appendix. The investigation was performed in two segment,s.

The first was designed to assess the random erròr and consisted of

repeated activation of a coiled spring in the x direction (2.5 m.).

Ten dat,a points were taken at the same amount of activation (eg. .25

rrÍtr. 5 .50 Em. , etc. ) with the complete activation of the spring

repeated ten tiues. The means and sÈandard deviation of each point of

act,ivaËion for all forces and moments were calculated.

The second segment of the investigation consisted of comparing

the measured values of forces and monents to the calculaËed forces and

moments of the spring. The spring was separately calibraËed using

dead vreights.

The results revealed that the random error for Èhe instrumenta-

tion was less than plus or minus 17 of. the total range for both forces

and moments. the instrumentation al-so possessed an accuracv such t,hat

the measured values for forces and moments r,rere within plus or minus

37" of. the calculated force and momenË values.

This degree

acceptable for

ances.

of

the

accuracy and reproductability was deemed entirely

experimenËa1 investigation of orthodonËic appli-



DESCRIPTI.ON OF TOOPS TESÎED

Six cuspid retracËion mechanisms were ut,ilized in che present,

study. They were selected to be representaËive of the types of.

mechanisms that are utilized by orthodontists for the reËracËion of

cuspids and include the following designs:

(1) a vertical loop which rvhen activated, led to an opening

of the looprs ínside diameËer ie. the inside diameter

increases, ( fig . L4a - open vertical toopj ,

(2) a vertical loop r,shich when activated led to a reduction

of the inside diameËer of the loop, (fig. I4b - closed

vertical loop),

(3) a vertical loop with a one and one half turn helix at

its apex which when activaËed, produced an increase in

the inside di.amet,er of the loop, (fig. 15a - open ver-

tical loop vrith a L Ll 2 turn helix),

(4) a vertical loop with a one and one half turn hel-ix at

its apex which r¡hen activated, produced a decrease in

the inside diamerer of the loop, (tig. 15b - closed

vertical loop with a L .L/2 turn helix),

(5) an L shaped reËraction loop, which when activated, pro-

duced an increase in the inside dinensions of the loop,

(fig. 16a - an open L-loop),

Q) a Burstone*' type E cuspid retracËion assembly, (fig.

16b) .

60

* O:mco, Glendora, California.



1.5mm >i

FIGURE 14a. OPEN VERTICAL LOOP

FIGURE 14b. CIOSED VERTTCAL LOOP (SAME DIMENSIONS AS IN L4a)
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FIGURE 15a. OPEN VERTICAL L00P WITII A L I/2 ÎURN HELIX
(SAME DII4ENSIoNS AS IN 14a)

FTGURE 15b CLOSED VERTICAT LOOP üIITH A 1 1/2 TURN ITELIX

(SAUT DTMENSTONS AS IN 14A)
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i+- 6 mm --
12 mm

0.4 mm

1O mm

I
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¡

,FIGURE 16a. L-t00P

FIGURE 16b. BURSTONE LOOP



All Ehe retraction

assembly), were made by

diameter yellow ElgiloYlÉ.

fabrication.

The Burstone retraction

manufacturer and was comPosed

an .017 x .025 in. stainless

device vras tes ted

of .010 x .020 in.

steel arch segment.

as produced by its

stainless steel with

mechanisms (except

the author from the

Yel-lorr Elgiloy

the Burstone

same baËch

$¡as selecËed
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retraction

of.016 inch

for ease of

All retracËion asseublies T¡rere testeð in an unheat-Lreated state.

All vertical loops produced by the auËhor, ie. loops L,21 3,4,

and 5, possessed a verËical height of l-0 rm. and an inside diameter

(distance between the vertical legs of the loop) of 1.5 mm. at the

base of the loop. A 10 m. height was chosen to allors a larger

deflection of the loop r¡ithout overloading Ëhe foråe Limits of the

tesËing instrument.

The L-loop was also 10 rom. high, but rvith a / nm. horizontal

exËension at its apex. The inside diameter of this loop was also l-.5

IItfû.

The BursËone loop as tested was 6 m. high.

The horizont,aL Length of all loops tested r¡as 12 mn. This dis-

tance was ¡aeasuted from the inside edge of one mounting tube to Èhe

inside edge of Ëhe opposite tube (fig. L4a).

Due to the extreme variability that arises due to the manufacture

/,ÉRocky l{ount,ain, Denver, Colorado.
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of orthodontic devices (Vanderby eË al L977) even r,¡ith the use of a

bending jig, only one loop of each design was used to be rePresenta-

tive of that parËicular design. By elininating Ehe above variability

and utilizing the same loop in various investigations it was felt that

the propert,ies of the loop, due to its design could be examined more

accurately.

All- loops except the Burstone were bent to a template' and r¿ere

made Ëo Lie flat on it. Care was taken not to overbend the loop dur-

ing consEruction. If repeated bending of parts of the loop rras

required to get it to fit the Ëernplate, the loop was discarded and a

nerr one made. This was done to prevent weakening of the wire in those

areas r,¡here beods were placed, which nighL effect Ëhe properties of

Ëhe vrire at Ëhose points.

EXPERIMENTA], PROCEDURE

All experimental procedures involved the same tyPe of activation

a1-though the conditions under v¡hich the loops vtere Ëested was varied.

The loops were attached Lo Ëhe activation gantry rvith the vertical

portion of the loop facing tohrards the central triangular block. The

activation gantry prior to thís had been moved Ëo its maximum point of

activation in a horizontal direction.

The inside end of the mounting tube was placed so that it r'ras

flush t¡ith the end of the horizontal clanpíng arrn of Èhe gantry. The

clamp around the arm v,7as then tightened naking sure Ëhat the vertical

portion of the loop was parallel to the long axis of the rnodel tooth.

The activation gant,Iy r{as then adjusted in both a horizontal and
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vertical direction until the other mounting tube was directly above

the slot in the rnodel- tooth with the inside of the mounting tube fLush

with the edge of Ëhe model Ëooth. tr'Ihen Ëhis was done, the loop was

lorEered by adjusting the vertical arm of the activation system until

the mounting tube lay passively in the slot, on the model tooËh. The

tube was then clauped to the model tooth. The above procedure ensured

thaË the loop to be tesËed was in a compLetely passive state prior to

its being tested, thereby prevenËing any prelininary force from acting

on the measuring instrumentation.

0nce the loop was mounEed to the measuring insËrument (figure

L7), a visual check was made to ensure that the vertical portion of

the loop was parallel to the long axis of the rnodel tooth and that the

horizontal portion of the loop was at right angles too the long axis of

the model tooth.

The program for the data aquisition eras then run, vriËh a prelini-

nary activation of the loop to be tested, to check on the instrumenta-

tion and the loop.

Once the prelininary run r¡ras carried out, Ëhe acËivation system

in a horizont,al direction was set back Ëo the initial zero posiÈion

(using the L.V.D.T. readouts). The end of the loop attached to the

model tooth rvas then unclamped and t,he activation system r¡as read-

justed as described above so thaÈ the loop was in a compleËely passive

position over the slot of the tooth. The loop was then reclamped to

the nodel tooth, ensuring that no undue force r¿as acting on the model

Ëoot,h.
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FIGURE 17. OPEN VERTICAL LOOP AÎTACHED TO I'IEASURING

INSTRUMENT
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This prelirninaiy acËivation served Ëwo main Purposes. Ït

allowed, as staËed above, a check to be made on the perforinance of the

loop and the measuring instrurcent. It also took the loop to be tested

through íËs maximum raûge of acËivat,ion, thereby checking oD any non-

linearity of the loop or of the fixing mechanism-

After the preliminary activation nas completed, the experiment to

be undertaken was rua. There rsere five main experimental procedures

underÈaken. All experimenËaL procedures qTere not undertaken at the

same time, buË atËenpts were made to carry out each testiag procedure

under the same t.emperature conditions ie. 70 degrees F.

The first experimentaL block consisted of activating the loops'

with the vertical portion of the loop centerd betv¡een the end points

so thaË the distance from each end point Ëo the center of the verËical

portion of the loop was 6'm. (fig. L4ù. Thís distance rvas main-

tained for all vertical loops except for the Burstone which rrras acti-

vated using the dimensions pictured in figure 16b. The acËivation for

aL1 loops, except Èhe Burstone, was 2 rrm. rvith t,en activation points

taken ivithín that range. Activation for the Burstone was 5 sur. vliËh

ten activation poinËs. The experimental routine was carried out

using the minicomputer with a zero lûrn. offset in the y direction.

Force in Ëhe x direction ( since this was the principal componenE of

force ) versus activation distance v¡as plotted to check that the

experimenË nas proceeding saËisfactoriLy. trlhen the acËivation run r.las

completed, the daËa for each run was stored on magnetic tape.

AfLer each loop was tested, Lhe activation sysË.em vras returned Èo

zero, as indicated by the LVDT output, before the loop v¡as rernoved-
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This r¡as done to reuove any activation in the Loop, so Lhat if forces

were placed on the loop during removal they wouLd be smaLl and not

damage it. During removal the end attached to the activaËion gantry

!üas removed firsË to ensure thaË Ëhe loop was completely passive dur-

ing the unclamping from Ëhe model tooth" Each loop was Eested indivi-

dually and the above procedure was carried out in each experiment.

In the second block of experimenËs, the vertical portion of all

loops (except the Burstone) \üere moved from their central position

between the mountíng' Eubes to a ne\¡I position 1.5 mr. from t.he model

toorh (tig. 18). A 12 m. distance was still maint,ained between the

mounting tubes. The movemenE of the vertical position of the loops

between Ëhe mounting tubes was accomplished utilízing the heating

Èechnique described. The Burstone loop was Lested as illustrated in

figure 16b .

The tesËing of the loops in this block r¡as done according to Lhe

procedures described in the first experimenÊal block.

The resulËs of this block could therefore be compared to Ëhe

results from the first experinental block, since Ëhe only difference

between Ëhe trso situations is the position of Ëhe vertical component

of the loop.

The third experiuental block utilized Ëhe same loop arrangements

as in block Ëwo. In this block though, a variation in Ëhe y offset

from +1 mn. to -l nm. taking .5 m. increments rìtas done. This tras

done to examine hovr mis-alignmenË in the verËical plane affected the

perfor.uance of the loops. The variaËion in offset was only examined
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in the vertical plane ie. along the y axis. 0nly vertícal offsets

were examined due to the fact as IlaËers ( 1976) points out 'rthat the

flexibility for horiztonal displacement of vertical loops is invari-

ably greater than for deflection in the vertical plane." Due to this,

it was felt that an examination of the effects of offsets in Ëhe

extreme would be more significant. Ëhan looking at less severe effecËs¡

Each loop to be tesEed r¡ras attached to the measuring device as in

the previous blocks. The preliuinary activation run in this block was

done with a +1 rnm. y offset. The +1 nrm. y off set by prelininary

investígation was found to have produced the highest force values dur-

ing activation and was therefore utilized. At the completion of this

run, the y offset was readjusted t,o zero as was the x activation.

The loop was then unclamped as

new passive position, and reclamped

first block, adjusted to a

nodel- tooth.

in the

to Ëhe

The experimenËal run began with a -l mm. y offset with the same x

activation as in block two. Ifhen this vas completed, the x act,ivation

was adjusted back to zero, and the y offset v¡as moived .5m. in a

posiËve direcËion ie. from -lrm. Ëo -.5nrm.. The spring was then reac-

livated in the x direction as above. This procedure rras rePea¡ted

until a +lnm. offset (five tines) in the y direction $7as reached.

All six loops v¡ere tested separately as above producing a tot.al

of thirty separate experimenLs.

The initial- examination of the results fron the firsË two experi-

mental blocks revealed that as a result of the activation of the

loops, numerous undersirable forces and moments are exerted on the
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center of resistance of the measuring insËrument. In an effort Eo

reduce these deleterious effects, appropriate counËer-Eoments Írere

incorporated into the open verticaL Loop, and the Burstone loop, and

were tested Ëo investigate their effecËs.

counter-moment,s Ëo prevent tipping were examined in the fourth

experimental block. The counter-Eoments were produced by t,he incorpo-

raËion of a 30 degree gable bend into the short horizonËal arm of the

open vertical loop. Gable bends larger than 30 degrees r,rere not e:(a-

nined due to the difficulty of placing the loop into the testing

apparatus with Larger preactivations. The Burst,one loop, on Ehe other

hand, \{as preactivaËed according Ëo Remise (1978) with 90 degrees of

anti-tip momenË

In order to assess Lhe force producËion of the gable bend, a zeto

reading of the measuring instrumenË I,Ias Ëaken with the loop in place,

but r¡ith no gable bend. The loop was then rernoved and the 30 degree

anËi-tip gable bend incorporated. The Loop r¿as then placed back in

the measuring instrunent¡ âûd a reading (wittr zero x activation) of

the forces and moment.s generated was taken. The activation in the x

direcËion was Ëhen increased as in the first experimental block.

Aft,er Ëhe data collected r¡¡as stored on tape, the x activation r¡ras

adiusted to zeto and the loop removed.

The Burstone loop with

above.

its preactivation, was also tested as

At the complet,ion of this

adjusted to their original shaPe

experimental block,

using the fabrication

the loops were

templates.
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The fifth experimental bLock involved the placeuent of anËi-rota-

tion gabl.e beads. The gable bends were again placed in the shorË hor-

izontal arm of the loop. A gable bend of 30 degrees ïlas examined,

foll.owing the procedure as for the fourth experimentaL block' the

Burstone was again activated according t,o Remise ( 1978) with 180

degrees of anti-rotation preactivation.

The cornbined effects of both anti-tip and anti-rotation counter-

momenËs in a loop $7ere not. examined due to the difficulty of placenent

of the loop inËo the measuring instrumenL.

Tabl-e I provides a suurmary of all the experimental investigations

undertaken.

DATA ANALYSIS

The investigation of orthodontic appliances in three dimensions,

resulted in the production of large quanËities of numerical daËa which

had to be dealt with. The collecËion and analysis of the data lÀtas

simpLified by the use of the minicomputer. The analysis of the data

however depended on Ehe developnent of a method which would reduce the

data to a r¿orkabLe size, without losing any of the significant infor-

mat,ion.

All data as collected r¿as stored on magnetic computer taPe. The

data collec¡ed was the electrical outputs of the various transducers.

The initial reduction in the data ca¡oe in the couPuter Prograns' By

utilizing the methodotogy described by Paquien (1978), the conversion

of the electrical outputs to the forces and momenLs acting on the cen-
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ter of resistance of the measuring instrument \üas possible.

The graphs of the forces and moments plotted during the data col-

lection, revealed the existence of Linear relationships.

The equation of a straight line may be written in the form

V=a+bH.

Any point (urv) on Ehis line has an H eo-ordinate or abcissa, and a V

co-ordinate or ordinate r'rhose values satisfy Ëhis equation. Ilhen II =

0, $ = a so that a is the point where the line crosses the V axis,

that is a is the V int,ercept.

Ìühen a = 0 the line goes through the origin. The slope value for

the line is expressed by the fomuL¿:

b = (v' - v)/ (H' - H) (fig. 19)

.tr'lhen b is posit.ive, both variables increase or decrease together.

Whèn b is negative, one variable increases as the other decreases. For

a straight line reLationship therefore, Ëhe slope and the V intercepË

uniquely deËermine and describe the line.

By uËilizing the above informaËion, Ehe data was further reduced

to the point that tvro numbers rÍere descriptive of Ëhe particular rela-

tionship in question, and negated the necessity of dealing r"rith the

large volume of absoluËe data.

The data analysis program (described in the section on Ëhe nini-

computer) sras utilized to calculate the slope for any particular

relatíonship. The calcuLation of the slope, involved calculating the

sLopes beËween suceessive activation points and then averaging Ëhese

75
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values. this r¡as done from the second point of activation Ëo the u - 1

point of activation. This calculation Ëechnique eliminated the end

points of the curves, ¡¿hich preLiminary investigation indicated to

have the most variability.

Six relaËionships for any loop r¡ere chosen Ëo be descriptive of

what that particular loop was doing during activation. The relation-

ships used were; Fx/Ax, Fy/Fx, Fzf Fx, I"fx/Fx, My/Fx, ar.d MzlFx. Each

reLationship is expressed by a value which is the slope for that par-

ticular curve.

The Fx/Ax relationship is the only absolute relationship consid-

ered. It is a measure of the stiffness of the loop in the principle

direction of activation. the other relationships are all relative

values, in that they express how a parËicular force or moment varies

with respect to the force in the x direction.

This information therefore descríbes the force and moment produc-

tion in Lhree dimensions for any activation distance (as long as the

relationship remains linear), and succeeds in reducing t,he large

volume of data on each loop to six numbers.
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RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

Table II illustrates the format which rsill be used to describe

the results. All values given in the tabLes are either the slope

values of the parËicular relationship in question, or the intercepts

(E or.V) for the curve. The use of the intercepts ruith the slope is

uniquely descriptive of the linear relaËionship in qubstion. The for-

mat of each block in the tabLe is illustrated as fol-lows:

where; A is the slope value, B is the H intercept¡ ând C'is the V

intercepË.

Line one in the tables (Fx/Ax) is the load deflection value of

the loop. It indicates Ëhe stiffness of the loop being Ëested and

allows a calculation of the amount of x force generated per rniLlimeter

of acËivaLion, providing the relaËionship remains linear. It is'

Ëherefore, a calculation of the absolute x force generated per millin-

eter of activation.

Lines trrro through six in the tables are relative values, in that

they express the amount- of force or moment generated Per gran of x

force.

B

c
A

These relative values can also be utilized to quanLify the abso-
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luËe force and moment,

using the fo:mula,

80

for any activation ( in the linear range) by

A=((SxD)xR)+V

where: A is the absolute force or moment vaLue in question,

S is the slope of the load deflection curve,

D is the amount of activation,

R is the slope of the relative force or monent,

V is the V intercept.

the units of calculation are dependent, on Ëhe parËicular rela-

tionship in question with fx/Ax measured in gn. /*., Fy/Fx and Fz/Fx

calculated in gn./grn. ¡ ând all mouent vaLues per Fx calculated in

gm. -nnn. / gn.

CENTERED VERTICAT TOOPS

the results for this activation are given in table II. All loops

(except Ëhe Burstone loop) r¿ere tested with the vertical porÊíon of

the loop centered beËr¿een the mountiog tubes, such that the distance

from the center of the vertical portion of the Loop to either mounËing

tube rvas 6 rm. The Burstone loop was tested as in figure 16b.

All experimental acËivat,ions in this block were conducted with a

zero offset in the y direction. The principle direction of activation

was in the plus x direction, with t,he Burstone loop activated over a

range of 5 rnm. , and al1 oËher vertical loops over a range of 2rmr..

The activation of all the loops in table I1 resulted in a posi-

tive force generation in the x direction. The Burstone loop had the
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lo¡¡est slope value (18.8 gn./um.), r,¡hile the open vertical- loop had

the highest value (57.8 gms.). The slope values for the open and

closed vertical loop.with a helix and the L-loop were similar, and

possessed a value approximateLy twice that of the Burstone Loop.

the slope val-ues in the y direction are for the most parE very

small, with the L-loop possessing the only value of any significance

(-.36). Since the Loops all possess a V iotercept of 0 and very small

slope values (wittr the exception of the L-loop), it can be assumed

that Ëhe force production in the y direction for all practical pur-

poses is zero. The L-loop on the other hand will produce a negatively

directed y force approximately one Ëhird the rnagnitude of the x force

(V intercept at 0).

The slope values in the z direction are also very smaLl, with t,he

only possible excepËions being the closed vertical loop with a helix

and the Burstone 1ooo. The closed vertical loop with a helix has a

positive slope value of .11 gn./gn. r'¡hile the Burstone has a negaËive

slope value of .15 grn/gm. These sl-ope values would equate to a 4.5

gn./m. force in the plus z direction for the closed vertical loop

rrith a helix and a 2.8 gn./rm. force in the negative z direction for

the Burstone 1oop. For all practical purposes the slope values for

the other loops coupled with a zero V intercept would produce a negli-

gible z force per gram of x force.

The slopes of the rotational effects around the x axis (M:r) var-

ied both in terms of nagnitude and direction. The Burstone' open ver-

tical loop, and the L-1oop all produced negatively directed slopes.

The closed vertical loop, vertical loop with a helix, and the open
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vertical loop with a helix all produced positively direcred slope

values. The magnitude of the slope relaÈionships is also varied,

ranging from.ll gn.-m./gr. to 1.44 grn.-nrn.lg^.

Ttre slope values for the My/Fx relationship are all negatively

directed with a range in nagnitude of from 3.28 gn.-m./grn. for the

open vertical Loop with a helix to 4.08 gn.--m./gm. for Lhe closed

vertical loop. The mean of these values is -3.60 gn.-mra.lg^., wiËh a

st,andard devíation of .30, indicating a fair degree of sinilarity bet-

ween all the slope values given.

The Mz/Fx relationships are also all negatively directed with

values ranging from 8.5 gm.-"*./g*. for the closed vertical loop with

a helix to 11.28 gm.-m-./gr. for Ëhe L-loop. The values for both

loops with a- helix are very closely relaËed (r,¡ith a difference of

onLy ,01 gm.-rnrn./gn.), as are the values for the open and closed ver-

tical loops

The overall impression from table II is that with the activation

of a loop, in the posiËive x direcLion, a posiËive x force is gener-

ated. The rnagnitude of this force depends on the size and the amount

of r¿ire ihcorporated into the loop, and the amount of activation. The

forces ËhaË result in the y ard z direction as a result of this force

are for the most part negligible.

The rotaEional effects on the other hand exhibit variability

around Èhe x axis in both direction and magniÈude. The rnagniLude of

the slopes of the Mx/Fx relationship is on average less Ëhan one-half

that of the magnitude of the slopes for the My/Fx relationship.
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The rotat,ional effects around the y and z axis are all negaËive

in sign with the magnitude of the moments around the z axis being

approximaËely two and one-half times those around the y axis.

VERTICAL TOOP ONE AND ONE EATF MILLTMETERS FROM TTE MODEL TOOTII

The resul-ts for this segment of

table III.

the investigation are given in

In this block, Ëhe position of the vertical portion of the loop

(except for the BursËone) was changed frou a centeïed position, to

one, 1.5 m. from the model tooth. The Burstone was tested as in fig-

ure 16b. All loops were activaËed as in bLock one.

All loops r¿hen activated, produced a force in the positive x

direction. The magnitude of the slope values in Ëhis block are on

average about, 3 gn./mr. higher than the slope values found in block

one. The Burstone Loop produced similar slope values in both blocks.

All the sLope values in the y direction (except for the Burstone

and L-loop) are positíveLy directed. The nagnitude for Ëhese values

varied between .24 gm.lgm. to .33 gn./gn. with the open vertical loop

r^rith a helix having the highest value, while the closed vertical loop

r.rith a helix had the l0r¿est value.

The BursËone loop and Ëhe ï.-loop both produced relatively smal1

negatively directed slope values.

The slope values found in the y direcËion in this block are on

average .30gro./gn. higher in value and more positively directed Ehan
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those found in block one. This trend is evident in all the loops exa-

mined in this block (except the BursËone), such Ehat the Fy/Fx slope

values in block one have changed from being zero or negatively

directed to being positively directed, or in the case of the L-loop

with a much smaller negat,ive magnitude.

All the slopes in tbe z direction are negative in direction. The

nagnitude of the slope values (excepr for Ëhe Burstone loop) are small

varying from .01 to .06 gn./gn. The Burstone loop produced a negative

slope of .14 gn./gn.

I{hen compared to the slopes in Ëhe z direction in the firsË block

it is evident that there is a trend in all Lhe loops (except Ëhe Bur-

stone) for Ëhe slope values to become negative. This trend illus-

trates a change in the direcËion of the slopes in this block from

being positive to becoming negative with aproximately the same nagni-

tude

Rotational effects around the x axis are varied in both magnitude

and direction. The nagnitude of Ehe slopes varied between.9T to 2.04

g¡a.-m./gn. The slope directions aïe prinarily positive, r,¡ith the

L-1oop and the Burstone loop having negatively directed slope values.

No trend in Ëerms of directional change or magniËude can be found

when Ëhese resulÈs are compared t,o the results in block one, suggest-

ing that there is little effect on Ëhe rotation around the x axis vrhen

the position of Ëhe vertical porËion of the loop is changed.

The rotational effects around the y axis are all negaLively

directed as in the first block. The rnagnit,ude of the monents varied
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between 3.19 gn.-m./gn. to 3.75 gn.-m./gm., which again are similar

Ëo the values found in block one.

The moments around the z axis are aLl negatively directed. The

magnitude of these momerics varied betr¿een 5.78 to 10.48 gn.-m./gm.

These values, exhibit an average decrease in the slope values of. 2.8

gn.-m./gm. v¡hen compared to the values in table II. This decrease in

slope magnitude indicates a reduction in the rotational effecËs around

the z axis when the position of the vertical loop is moved closer to

Ëhe nodel tooth.

the total- effect found røith the change in position of the verti-

cal portion of the loop may therefore be suumarized as producing a

slighË increase in x force, lriËh an increase in the magnitude of the

sLope relationship Fy/Fx, and a decrease in the value of the relaËion-

ship MzlFx.

RESUITS OF OFFSETTING Y.

As explained in Ëhe section on experimenËaL method, x acÊivaËion

in block three was perfomed for each of a number of y offsets. The y

offsets ranged from -1 m. to +1 mm in .5 um. increments. The amount

of x activation was the sane as for blocks one and two. All loops in

this block rvere positioned as in block tÌto..

The results for Ëhe straight. vert,ical loop are listed in tables

IV to VII. The resulÉs for the L-loop are given in table VTII while

t,hose for the Burstone can be found in table IX.

The results for Ëhe closed verËicat loop are Presented in graphic
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form to provide a visual int,erpreËation of these results. ltre Ërends

that can be seen in t,hese graphs (fig. 20 to 25), are also found for

the other straight vertical loops even though the slope values and

intercepts rnay differ. the results for the L-loop are also graphed

(fig.26 to 31) to show the effects of the horizontal component on Ëhe '

force production. The results of the Burstone loop, exhibit the same

trends as those of the L-loop. 
,,,

The straighÈ vertical loops when activated all produced postive

slope values for Fx/Ax. As figure 20 illustrates these graphs are :

close to being parallel to one another with rnarkedly different

inËercepts. The graphs for the positive y offseËs all have positve V

inËercepts, while those of the negatively direcËed offsets all possess

negaËive V intercepËs. The neË effect of this rr¡ould be Lhat even Ì^riËh

zero millimeËers of x activation it is possible Ëo have a force in the

x direcËion. Depending on the direction of Lhe y offset, it may be

possible Ëo generate a force qThich is opposit,e in direction Èo that

which is desired, (see graph for the -L mm. y offset figure 20).
,'):t,

It is also evidenL that if a particular force value is desired

and there is a y offset, the anount of activaËion required to produce

this force Level ruill not be the same as for a loop with zero offset.

The II intercepËs for Ëhese graphs also indicate thaË it is possi-

b1e to have a situation in rvhich there is an x activation of Ëhe loop,

but no force produced as a result of this activation, (see graph for

the -1 mr. y offseË figure 20).

Due to the initial force value with a +L mm. y offseË, the full
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FIGURES 20 TO 25

Force and moment reLationships for the closed verËical
loop (1.5 m. from the model tooth) with positive and

negative misalignment of the end in Ëhe vertieal- (y)

plane.

The foLlowing legend will apply to figures 20 to 25:

# *1 *, y offset
æ +.5 rnm. y ofiset

0 m. y offset
r## -.5 m. v offset
}-}-*) -l m. v offset
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range of the x activat,ion was not appLied as the maximun force level

of the instrument (130 grn.) would have been exceeded.

The graphs for the Fy/Fx ratio indicate a parallelism, and hence

a consistancy in slope values betr¿een the graphs for the various y

offsets. the slope values of this ratio for all Ëhe sËraight vertical

loops are positive in direction, with a value approximately one third

that of the force in the x direction. l[?raË is prinarily evidenÈ in

figure 21 are the V int,ercept values, which.sho¡E that even with zero

nillimeËers of x acËivation, y forces are generated. The'se V inter-

cepts indicate thaË Ëhe straight vertical loops are rigid in the ver-

tical plane, with small variations in the y position leading to the

producLion of y forces.

The slope values for the gz/Fx relationships are all very small,

and similar. The snal1 slope values indicate that the force produced

in the z direction per gram of x force is insensitive to changes in

the y off sets. The small y intercepts, coupled r,rith the small slope

values, for all practical purposes, allows us to consider Ëhe effects

of the z f.otce' as being almost non-exist,ant.

The net, effect o'n the force production of the straight vertieal

loops, due to the y offsets may therefore be sumnarized by the reali-

zation Ëhat even with zero millimeters of loop activation (x direc-

tion) it is possible to have forces acting in both the x and y

direction which could influence Ehe tooËh Ëo be moved.

The effects on the roEaËions around the three a:(es seem to par-

al1el Lhe effecËs found on the three forces.
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The ìlx/Fx relaËionshíp for ihe elosed vert,icaL loop is illus-

trated iu figure 23. This relationship tends to exhibit more varia-

bility in slope value but nevertheless, a parallelism is evidenË

betv¡een the graphs. The effecË of the y offseLs, is to produce an

offsetting of the graphs¡ so that even with 0 grams of x force, a

monent around the x axis is possible (ie. positive or negative V

intercept). The slope of these graphs also indicates that Ëhere is

not much of change in Ëhe moment around the x axis as the x force

increases.

The moment around the y axis (fig. 24) seeus to be relatively

insensitive to changes in the y offset. The priurary effecË on this

moment would seem to come from the x activation and not the y offsets.

The roËational effect around the z axis ( f.ig. 25) is sensiËive to

both the y offsets¡ âs indicated by the distance beËween the graphs,

and Ëhe x activation, as indicated by the slopes of the curves. Tne V

intercepts of the graphs show that it is possible to have a moment

produced even with zero grams of x force. The E intercept on the

other hand indicates that it is not only possible to have zero moment

produced v¡ith force in the x direction, buË also Ëhat iË is possible

for the moment to change its direction (see +1 mm. y offset in figure

2s) .

The total effect therefore, of having a nisalignment of the ends

of a straight vertical loop in the vertical plane is that even with

zero nillimeters of x activaËion iË is stil1 possible Ëo have quiËe

substantial forces and moments, acting on the cuspid.
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The results for the Burstone appliance and for the L-loop differ

significanËly from those just given for the verËical loo-ps in so far

as Ëheir reaction to the y-offsets is concerned. the results for the

L-loop have been graphed (fig. 26 to 31) since its dimensions are

sinilar Ëo Ëhe straight vertical loops, with the main difference being

the 7 m. horizonËal compoaent of wire. This componenË should allow

for more flexibility of the loop in the vertical plane. The results

for the Burstone loop (table IX) exhibit Ëhe same trends as those of

the L-l-oop (table VIII), but with different slope values

The activaËion of the L-loop in the x direction resulted in the

production of positive slope values for Fx/Ax as \üas found for the

straight vertical loop. As f i.gure 26 il-lustrates, Ëhe slope values

for al-l the offsets are similar with the various graphs virtually

indistinguishable from one anot,her. If figure 26 is compared to fig-

ure 20, it can be seen that the variaËion in Fx due to the y offset,s

that is found in figure 20 is lacking in figure 26. This indicaËes,

that the L-loop produces smaller changes in Fx due to nisalignment of

the ends of the loop than do the straighË vertical loops

The effects of the y offsets on Ëhe force production in the y

direction (figure 27) is to offset these.graphs in a similar fashion

to that found for the straight vertical Loops. In this case it may be

noted that Fy reuains constant as Fx is Ëaken over its normal activa-

ton range. The V intercepts for the L-loop are approximateLy 207"

smaller than for the straight vertical loops, indicating that this

loop is slighÈly less sensitive to changes in the y direction than the

straight vertical loops.
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FIGURES 26 TO 31

J'orce and moment relationships for the L-Loop (1.5 rm.

from the model tooth) with positive and negative

misalignrnent of the end in the vertieal (y) plane.

The foLlowing legend will apply to figures 26 to 31:

# +1 nrm. v offset
Effffi +.5 nrm. y offset

0 mm. y offset
ffi -.5 m. y offset
)-)Þ-->-=)¡+ -1 um. v offset
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The force production in Ehe

y activation is virtually zero.

found for the sËraight verËical

111

z direction (figure 28) due to x and

This is comparable to the results

loops.

The moment production around the

same type of offset pattern found in

tical loops. The V intercepts for

wiËh zero grams of x force, there is

the x axis as a result of offsetting

x axis (figure 29) reveals the

the curves for the straight, ver-

the L-loop show again, Ëhat even

stilL a Eoment production around

v.

The roËational effecËs around

same type of reLationship as that

loops (figure 24), indicating Èhat

tional effecÈs around Ëhe y axis.

the y axis (figure 30) have the

found for Ëhe straight vertical

the y offsets produce little rota-

The moment production around the z axis (figure 31) exhibits the

sane pattern as that of the straight vertical loops (figure 25).

If a comparison is made between the st,raight vertical loops, and

those with horizoníaL components, Ëhe only difference seens !o be the

effects on the Fx/Ax relaËionship and the slopes of the Fy/Fx rela-

tionship, with little other differences (in terms of visible trends)

being noËiceable-

EFFECTS OF GA3LE BENDS

The results of incorporating anti-tip and anËi-rotation gable

bends into the verical loops, and pre-activaLion bends inÈo the Bur-

stone loop are given in table X . Figures 32 to 37 illusËraËe the

effects of the gable bends on t,he open vertical loop, these effects
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FIGURES 32 TO 37

Force and momenË relationships for the open vertical
loop (1.5 m. from the model tooËh) r¿ith 30 degree

anti-tip and anti-rotation gable bends.

The fcrllowing legend will apply to figures 32 to 37 z

^ru cegree gaDre Denc

30 degree anti-tip gabl-e bend

30 degree anti-roËation gabLe bend
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lrere also found for the BursÈone loop with preactivations.

Table X reveals Lhat Ehe slope characteristics of the Loops

change little with the incorporation of the gable bends. Changes are

observed however in the the V intercept,s, inplying that with the

int,roduction of gable bends ríe are introducing a separate force system

r+hich functions relatively independantly of the force system thaË is

generaËed when the loops are activated. The effect of this is to off-

set but not change the force characteristics of the loops.

The anti-tip gable bend for the vertical loop has the effect of

offsetting the Fy/Fx graphs in a positive direction (fig. 33), and

producing little effect on the ¡'x/Ax (fig. 32) and Ëhe Fz/Fx (fie. :+)

relationship.

The effecË on the moments is to

¡lx/Fx ( f ig. 35) .relationship and a

37) rel-ationship with no effect on Ëhe

produce a small offset of the

larger offset of the ltz/îx (fig.

My/Fx (fie. 36) relationship.

The purpose of the anti-tip gable bend was t,o reduce the rotation

around the z axis as the loop !'ras activated. In reality however what

is occuring is thaË Ehe gable bend togeËher r,¡ith the effects of the x

force sets up. a moment around the z axis r.rhich varies both in direc-

tion and magnituder so thaË at only one force level (H intercept) is

there a zeto moment generated in Ehe z direction. Below this force

leveL, a positive moment ís in effect, and above this force level a

negative Boment. occurs.

The anti-rotation bend has little

and r,he Fy/Fx ( f ig. 33) relationships,

effect on the Fx/Ax (fig. 32)

bur, does offset rhe Ez/Fx (fig.



34) relationship in a Degative direction.

The effect on the moneots is to offset both

relationship (negative V int,ercept) ¡ and the t'Iy/Fx

.t-:-::-.tr:-t:-:-rr:ii.:i';t,.;_j-ì,;ì.-_:-i-ì,r:;-:1,-::-::;-:::..:::.1t,.;.::t-_-:-:
.'.i; _.-jr: l"l:r:

L2L

rhe Mx/Fx (fig. 35)

(fig. 36) relarion-

effecË on the Mz/Fxship (positive V intercept).

(fie. 37) relationship.

There is litt1e

The purpose of the anËi-rotation gable bend is to reduce the

rotation around the y axis. As figure 33 demonstrates, the sarqe

effects Ëhat rvere seen for the anti-tip gable bend around the z axis

are evident for the anti-rotation gable bend around the y axis.

Ihe anti-tip preacËivation of the BursEone loop, produced little

difference in slope characterisEics with x activation. The only effect

on the force relationship, is a negative offset of the Fy/Fx relation-

ship , wiËh the other force values exhibiting no changes.

The anËi-tip preactivation had 1ittle effect on Èhe moment pro-

ducLion, r.rith only a slight, positive offset present for the I'fz/Fx

relationship, leading to a si¡nilar effect as that found for the anti-

tip gable bend of the open vertical loop.

The anti-rotation preactivation produced an offset of the Fz/Fx

relationship, \^'ith little change in the Fx/Ax and the Fy/Fx relation-

ship. This preacËivation also produced a positive offset on both the

lfu/Fx and the My/Fx relaËionship, and a small negative offset on Ëhe

VtzlFx relationship.

The anti-rotaËion preactivation Ëherefore produced the sane type

of effect on the My/Fx relationship as \¡res seen for the anËi-rotation
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gable bend of Ëhe open vertical loop"

the effects of the preactivation on the Burstone loop are not as

dramatic as Ëhose found in the verËical loop, v¡ith the anti-roËation

pre-activation of the Burstone loop resulting in much more noticeable

effects than the anti-tip preactivation"
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Discus sion

INTRODUCTION

The present investigation \,ras undertaken to determine the charac-

teristics of selectld cuspid reËracËion Loops r¡sing instrumentation

capable of simultaneously measuring the three-dimensional forces and

moments generated by each looP. In any experimental investigation

there is an inLeracËion betÌreen the Ëechniques enployed, and the

results obtained. Due to this interaction, the discussion will ini-

tially focus on some aspects of Lhe experimental technique and equip-

ment used in investigating cuspid reËracËion loops. This vrill be

followed by a discussion of the three-diroensional performance of the

loops during acEivation.

EXPERIMENTAT TECfu\IQUES AND EOUIP}ÍENT

Theoretical considerations ¡ âs well as early experimenEal

results, indicated thaË the retracËion loops to be investigated gen-

erate force and moment increments t,hat are closely proportional to the

increments in acLivation generating them. This linearity, therefore,

allorved the use of a single number (slope) to represent Èhe relation-

ship between the various pairs of parameters of the loop eg. Mx/Fx.

Two facËors can cause a loop to be non-linear. They are'

change in naterial properties when activation causes stresses

exceed the yield pointr êfid large changes in geometry of the loop

activation is increased.

a

to

as
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The yield point of a loop is that activaÈion point that wil-l

result in permanent defo:mation and alteration of the force-deflection

rate of Ëhe loop. As long as the yield point of the loop is not

reached, the force and momenË relationships rr¡i11 be repeatable. The

yield point for the loop with the most severe force-deflection rate

(the open vertical loop) vras approximately 2.5 rnm. Since the activa-

tion distance in Èhe x direcËion for the vertical loops was 2 nm., the

yield point \nras not reached in any of the loops;

Some small non-linearities were

of some loops. These could have been

is a geometric effect. They ríere

investigated further.

observed in the monenE generation

caused by lateral buckling which

very small however and vrere not

The data reduction iahich resulted from the use of slope values

was important in view of the large amounL of raw data collected. In

addition, Ëhe six slope values allowed a rapid assessment of the

orthodontic perfo::rrance of a loop as a function of acËivaËion, titho,rt

requiring the digestion of Large volumes of data.

The advantages of the simultaneous rneasuremenL of dat.e in all-

three planes r¡rere very clearr. in that, it provided a complete numerical

description of the characËeristics of a loop at each level of act,iva-

t,ion. Simultaneous measurement also reduced experimental time and,

importantly, ensured that the conditions of acËivation v¡ere identical

for the measuremenÉ in each plane. By ensuring thaË the conditions of

activaÈion ríere identical, the error involved in altering the experi-

menËal siËuation, to investigate each force and noment separately, \¡ras

avoided. Earlier work by Solonche et al. (L976) considered loops Eo



be uniplanar, and therefore, required

investigate alL three dimensions. This

complete set of three-dimensional data

incorporating more experimental error

ing -
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repeat,ed testing of a loop to

repeated Lesting, to coEpiLe a

brings with it the danger of

than does simultaneous measur-

The maximum force 1evel pe:mitted by the measuremenE systên ( 130

grn.) linited the range of exploration of cuspid retraction Loops.

This force level also necessitated Ëhe use of slightly larger dimen-

sioned loops (10 mn. high), of a smal-ler diameËer wire (.016 in.),

than night be clinically appLicable. Ilowever the prinary purpose of

Ëhe investigation was to examine Ëhe force and moment relationships in

retracËion loops and the availabLe range of exploration lras found

quite sufficient for this purpose.

In general, Ëhe experimental instrumentation proved Ëo be very

adequate for the present invesËigation, exhibiting an accuracy which

r¡as felg to be more than sufficienË, and which compared well with

instrumenLs used by oËher invesËigators (leasley Lg63, and Solonche eË

al. L976).

PERFOR},ÍANCE OF THE SELECTED LOOPS

An ideal cuspíd retraction 1oop, is one that is capable of pro-

ducing and maintaining the desired force system, necessary Lo cause

the Ëype of cuspid movemenL wanËed. Generally, the most desirable

type of cuspid movement in a first bicuspid extracËion situaËion, is

pure translation. For the PurPose of the PresenL invesËigation, pure

distal translatory movement of the cuspid lìlas taken Eo be
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representaËive of the ideal situation.

For a cuspid retraction loop to be capable of producing pure

translat,ion, it would be necessary for it to produce a positive value

for Fx/Ax and zero values for the relaËionships Fy/Fx, FzfFx, Mx/Fx,

My/Fx, and t"tzlFx as measured at the cent,er of resistance. The extenË

to ¡¡hich these relaËive properties deviate fro¡a zero would therefore

be a measure of ho¡y Ëhe actual appliance deviates from the ideal.

Many fact,ors are involved in discussing Ëhe divergence of a cus-

pid retraction loop from Ëhe ideal. The discussion of the results of

the investigation will therefore deal with the folloruing factors in

relation to the ideal:

(a) force-deflection rate,

(b) spurious force and moment effects,

(c) momenË generation due to geometry,

(¿) effecËs of gable bend preactivations.

FORCE-DEFLECTTON.

By definition, the force-deflection rate of any loop is a neasure

of its stiffness in the direct,ion of activation. Design factors of

the 1-oop can influence this force-deflection rate. Reducing the

cross-section of the røire, increasing the lengËh of the wire in the

loop, and strategic placement of helices can aid ín the development of

a lower force-deflection rate.

If the results of the Fx/Ax relationship are examined, it, will be

found that the Burstone loop rvhich possess Ëhe largest amount of wire
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in its design and the smal-lest section modulus (.33 x fO-4irr. for the

Burstone , .4 x 10-4io. for the round wire), also possesses Lhe lorn¡est

force-defLection raËe. The vertical loops without helices aÈ their

apices possessed the highest force-deflection rates, r^¡hile the verti-

cal loops trith helices and the L-loop r'rere betv¡een the exËremes. All

loops when activated in a positive x direction produced positive

values for the Fx/Ax relationship.

Ðue to the lorv force-deflection rate of the Burstone loop, a'one

nillineter closure of the loop rvil1 result in a decrease in force mag-

nitude of approximaËely 18 gm. The open vertical loop withouË a helix

r.rith the same closure will have a decrease in force value of approxi-

mately 60 gn. If both loops begin r¡ith a given force l-evel of 100 gnr.

the open vertical loop wiLl lose over one-half Ëhis amounË per millin-

eËer of closure, while the Burstone loop vi1l onLy lose approximately

one-fifth of this amount per millimeter of closure. From this it

becomes obvious that the Burstone loop, wiËh a low force-deflection

rate wilL be able to produce a more constanË force level during tooth

movenent.

In addition to delivering a more constant force during tooth

movenent, loops v¡ith low force-deflection rates offer greater accuracy

in control over the desired force magnitude. For example, an error in

adjusËment of one milLimeËer in Ehe vertical loop will- resulË in an

error in force value of 60 gm. 0n lhe other hand, an error in adjust-

ment of one nillimeËer in the Burstone loop would result in an error

in force value of only 18 grams.
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SPURIOUS EFFECTS.

The changes in geoúetry resulÈing from activation of a loop¡ Pro-

duced a number of unexpected forces and moments.

The necessity of having a distally direeËed force in order Ëo

move a tooËh t9 Ëhe distal is obvious. As stated above, all loops

produced positive values for the Fx/Ax relationship and¡ âs long as

the vertical (V) intercept, for this relationship is at Ëhe origin, any

positive Ax wíll result in a positive or distalizing x force. llhen

the nisalignrnenË of the ends of Ehe loop r¿as examined, however, it rvas

found that with a negative y offset it was possible to generate an

initial x force in a mesial direction, in addiËion to the expected

negative y force. The slope relationship Fx/Ax renained the same, but

the misalignment had the effect of introducing an additional consLant

force in the x direcËion ( figure 20) . The nagnitude of this force

(for the off-centered closed vertical loop) with a I mr. -y misalign-

ment vras 1.8.9 gn.' an amount which may be clinically significant.

llow the misalignmenË of t,he ends of the loop produces a negaËive

(nesial) x force is illustrated in figure 38 (the negative offset dep-

icted is overly large to allors a beËter visual interpreLation). Posi-

tion A illustrates the situation that exists before Ëhe end of the

loop is misaligned. Due Eo the rigid,aÈLachment of the ends of the

loop to the measuring system, and Lhe asyroeËric position of the verti-

cal part of the loop, large noment,s are generated at the loop-mounting

tube interface (position B) by a negative offset. These moments have

the effect of closing the vertical part of the loop, resulting in an

initial negaËive (nesial) x force. As the loop is acËivated



FTGURE 38. EFFECT OF VERTICAL (NEG.) ITTSEITENMENT

ON TITE FORCES AND MOME}ITS
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positively in the x direction, this negative force has to be count,er-

acËed before the desired positive x force is generated. This effect

in a clinical situation will significantly alter the effecEive distal-

Lzing activation of a loop, naking it far less than ideal. The above

effect is reversible with a positive y misalignment producing a posi-

Ëive x force at zero x activation. The above effect on the x fqrce

with y rnisalignment night have been missed had it not been for the

comprehensive Ëechniques used in this investigaËion.

The relative force values for the Fy/Fx relationship, r¡hen the

verËical portion of the loop is cenËered, are very smaIl, resulting in

almosË no force being generated in the y direction by x activation.

The only exception to this is the L-loop, i¡hich produces an intrusive

force when activated. This inËrusive force arises due to the asyme-

tric nature of lhe horizonËal portion of the L-loop. The magniËude of

the inËrusive force is approxinratèly one-third that of the x force.

This is a large effec!, and is likely to be clinically significant.
t

Figure 39 illustrates the effects of activation on the cenÈered

vertical loops. Position A illustrates the loop prior to x activa-

tion. If the ends of the loop ç¡ere free to rotaLe, the situation B in

figure 39 would arise with x åctivation. The ends of the loop however

are not free to rotaËe buE are consËrained in the verÈical plane by

the measuring instrument. The result of this is Lo produce moments at

the wire-mounting Èube interface (position C). Because the loop is

centered, s)mmet.ricaL, and in a sËate of static equilibrium' these

monenÈs r+ill be of qqual magnitude buË opposite sign and will balance

each other, Lhereby producing ao spurious force effects.
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FIGURE 39. DEVELOPMENT OF SPURIOUS MOMENIS (CNUI¡NN¡ IOOP)
I,Írrti acrrverros (x)
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For all the centered loops, the relative force value of the tzlFx

relationship is also very smal1

If these relative vaLues are compared to the values for an ideal

cuspid retïacÈion mechanism ( zero y and z force) , it is apparent that

the cenÊered vertical Loops (except for the L-Loop) generate little

spurious y and z forces, thereby providing a y and z fotce sysËem that

is close to the ideal.

tÍhen t,he vertical portion of the loops are changed frour being

centered, Ëo beiog 1.5 urn from the model tooth, a spurious extrusive

force in the y direction approxíroately one-third thaÈ of the x force

arises. This force change also occurs in the L-loop, but in this case

the y force becomes much less intrusive. This is an effect that

agrees r¿ith BursËonets (1976) findings.

The unactivated position of the off-centered loop is shown in

position A, figure 40. !Íith activation of the 1oop, Ehe situation in

position B r¡ould arise if the ends were free to rotate. Sínce the

ends are constrained, they can noË rotate but remain horizontal,

resulLing in the generation of moments at Ëhe mounting tube-Loop

inËerface. Because the loop is no longer symetrically placed' the

moment Ëhat is developed at the mount,ing tube-loop interface of the

shorter horizontal arm, is larger Ëhan the moment occurring at the

mounËing tube-loop interface of the longer horizonÈa1 arm (position C,

figure 40). The loop horuever is still in a state of static equili-

brium. To balance the moment,s, thereforer âr inËrusive force is

developed at the end marked II (position C). Since the forces musË

also be balanced an extrusive force occurs aE the end marked I



FIGURE 40. DEVELOPI"IENT OF SPUIOUS FORCES AND
MoMENTS (orr crutERED tooP) wrnt
AcTIVATIoT{ (x)
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(position C), resulting in the extrusive y force observed.

The force in the z direction does not aPpear to be effecËed by

the change in the position of the vertical Portion of the loop.

If the y and z fotce systems Ehat arise with the vertical portion

of the loop aË 1.5 rnm. from the model tooth, are coupared to the

ideal force system, it is found Ëhat the spurious y forces, makes this

situation less ideal than r,rhen the loop is centered. This is true for

all the vertical loops excePt the L-loop, whose performance Ëends Ëo

become closer to the ideal.

The uisalignment of the ends of the loops in the vertical plane,

produced little change in the Fy/Fx relationship. The nisalignment

however did produce a second force system whose effects vrere added to

those that arose as a result of the x acËivation. This additive

effect, resulÈed in a base line value of y force acting even wiËh zero

x activation. Vfith activation of the loopsr these base line values

became sinply added Ëo the y force that arises during x acËivation.

The effect on the y force system (figure 21) arose due to the rigid

nature of the vertical loops in Ëhe verËical planer so that a small

nisalignment in Ëhe y direction will- result in the generaËion of y

forces.

Little effect on the z force is found with a nisalignment of the

ends.

If this force system is again compared to the ideal, the spurious

y forces generaËed by y nisalignment Ëend to produce a less than ideal

situation.
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In surrnary, it has been shown Ëhat forces needed to offset

moments are in some circuûstances very significant and failure to take

these into account could produce undesired tooËh Bovement. Fron this

it nay be expected that unrranËed forces may likewise generaËe une:(-

pect,ed moments.

. the development of spurious mouents, and their effecËs on the

force system for the centered loops and loops l-.5 mn. from the model

tooth have been deaLt with above.

The nisalignurent of the ends of the loop resulted in an offset-

ting effect on the moments around the x axis (figure 23) and around

the z axis (figure 25). The mathematical calculation of momenËs in

three planes can be accomplished using the foLlor^zing fornulae:

l"fx = yFz _ zEy,

MY=zFx-xEz,

Mz=xFy-yFx.

Since the effect of misalignment is to produce an additive effecË

on Èhe linear Fy/Fx relaËionship (ie. a positve or negative V offset

with zero x activation) it is noË surprising that the moments around

the x atd z axes Ëhat depend on Fy in their calculaËions are affected.

Clinically, therefore, with

loop, it r¿ould be possible to have

axes even with zero x force. This

tion and 'could result in rotation

novement vzould be expected.

a nisalignmenË of the ends of the

moments acting around the x and z

is not a desirable clinical situa-

and tipping of a cuspid when no
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MOMENT GENERAT ON DUE TO GEOI"IETRY.

If a force is applied to an objecË at a distance arÀ7ay from its

ceoter of resistance, Ëhe object will experience rotational effects,

as well as translat,ory effects due to this force. In a clinical- situ-

ation, anatomical linitations make it impractical to aPPly a force

through the center of resistance of a tooth. Therefore, desired tooËh

novement must be obtained by a force system placed on t,he crown of the

Èooth. Since the crown of the tooth is a distance from the center of

resistance, the application of a force to the crorün, r¿ill result in

translation and roËation of the tooth.

In the presenË investigation, all forces and moments lrere mea-

sured'at the cent,er of resístance of Ëhe model Ëooth, whose dimensions

duplicated those of a cuspid. Since the cenËer of resisËance is a

distance from the "bracket" of the model tooth, the appLication of

forces to the ttbracket" r¿ill cause monents around the center of resis-

tance. When translation only is required, these moments rePresent a

deviation from the ideal. Consequently, the performance of a cuspid

retraction loop, will depend upon its abiLity Ëo resist or counteract

these moments, wiËh an ideal loop generating zero momenËs at the cen-
¡

ter of resistance of the tooth, with the applieation of a force at the

t'brackettt.

The acËivation of all loops in a postive x direction, with the

vertical portion of the loops centered, and 1.5 m. fro¡r Ëhe model

tooËh, resulted in rotational effects around the three axes.

The monents around Ëhe x axis were varied bofh in terms of direc-
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Eion and magniËude. T-his suggests that these momenËs are perhaps due

E¡ore Ëo random effects such as, soall rnisalignments in the activaÈion

system, and lateral buckling of the loops, than to Ëhe prinary proPer-

ties of the loops. The slight increase in nagnitude of these moments'

with the change in the position of the vertical portion of the loop,

also indicates that the production of moments around the x axis is

relatively insensitive to the position of the verLical portion of the

Loop. The roagnitude of the x momenLs r¡ras on average one third the

value of the y moments. This is a small effect and may noË be clini-

cally imporËant.

The rotational effects around the y axis were in all cases nega-

tive and of similar values. The sinilarity of the results indicates

that tbe production of y momenËs is insensitve to t,he position of the

vertical portion of the loop, and arises from the x force acting at a

distance along the z axis.

The distance from Ëhe long axis of the tooth to Lhe point of

application of the force was 4.2 nrn. aLong the z axis. If a force ï7as

applied to the tooth by a loop ËhaË offered no resistance to rotations

around the y axis, the moment generated would be 4.2 gm.-r'rm.lg-.. If

the loop offered compLeËe resisËance to rotations around the y axis,

the moment generated r.roul-d be zero. The average moment values for the

centered and off-centered loops around the y axis was 3.5 gn.-nn./

BE., r,rith a range of from 3.19 to 4.08 gm.-nn./ grn., indicating Ëhat

the loops offered little resistance to rotêtion around the y axis' It

also indicates Ëhat all of Ehe loops tested presented about Èhe same

relative stiffness to raoments about the y axis'
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The moments around Ehe z axis are all negaËively directed' and

possess the greatest magnitude of all moments geoerated. These

moments arise as a resuLt of the x force acting at a distance along

the y axis. The perpendicular distance from the center of resistance

of Ehe nodel tooth to the point of application of the force is 12 m.

aLong the y axis. A loop that offered no resistance to rotations

about, the z axis would produce a 12 gn.-m. moment,, while one that

offered complete resistance to this rotation r,rould produce a zero

moment. The.straight, centered, vertical loop.s, offered about the

same resistance to rotatioa about the z axís. The L-loop, with its

horizontal extension, and the Burstone loop were less resistant to

this rotation due to their greater flexibility.

The raagnitude of the moments around Ehe z axis when lhe vertical

portion of the loop is 1.5 nm. from the model tooth' are approxi-

nately two-thirds those found r¡hen the vertical portion of Èhe loop is

centered. It would therefore appear that vrith the movement of the

vertcial position of the loop, the stiffness around Elne z axis

increases, thereby inproving the looprs perfotmance', when compared to

the idea1.

Cliuically, the momenËs Ehat aríse due to Èhe geouetry of the

tooth and the need to apply the force system to the crown of the

Ëooth, would result in the tipping of the crown of the tooÈh to Ëhe

distal, combined r¿ith a rotation of the distal of the crolün to Lhe

lingual. Placement of t,he verEical loop closer to the tooth produces

a decrease in the tipping of the tooth, but lietle effect on t,he rota-

tion.
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EFFECTS OF GABLE BEND PREACTIVATION

The incorporation of anti-tip and anti-rotat,ioa gabLe bends was

designed to reduce Ëhe effects of the moments on the cuspid' thereby

producing a more ideal retraction loop (Broussard L964, Burstone 1966,

Remise L977).

To investigate their effectiveness, two preaetivations designed

to reduce the rotations around tlne z axis (anti-tip) and the y axis

(anti-rotation), Ìrere incorporated into the off-cenËered open vertical

loop, aad the Burst,one loop. The ef fect of each preactivation r¿as

looked at individually, and compared both graphically, and in tabular

fo::m to the forces and moments that arise with no PreacLivation.

the preactivations r¿ere designed to improve on the cuspid retrac-

tion ability of the open vertical loop and the Burstone loop. 1o

accomplish this., a reduction in the slope values of the moments that

arise during'activaËion should have been found. This did not occur

and as can be seen in Table X, there is little change in the value of

the slope relaËioships. llhat is evident however is that the gable

bends have introduced a separate force system, rvhose effects are added

to the linear effect,s seen r¡ith no preacEivaËions.

The anti-tip gable bend for the open vertical loop, produced 1it-

tle effect on the Fx/Ax relationship (figure 32), and the Fz/Ex rela-

tionship (figure 34). It did however introduce a constant force to

the Fy/Fx relationship which is indicated by a positive offsetting of

this graph (figure 33).

This preactivaËion also resulted in a positve offsetting of the
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UzlBx relationship (figure 37), and a small effect on the Mx/Fx rela-

tionship (figure 35). No effecË was seen on the My/Fx relationship

( figure 36 ) .

The anti-rotation gable bend, introduced a force system, Ëhat

caused a negative offset of the trzlEx relationhip (figure 3-21)r ênd

little change in the fx/Ax (figure 3-19), and the Fy/Fx (figure 3-20)

relationships. The effect on Lhe moments $¡as to produce a negative

offset of the ux/Fx relationship (figure 35), and a positive offset of

the My/Fx relationship (figure 36), with littl-e effect on the MzlEx

relationhip (figure 37).

The Burstone loop preactivations

effects as those given above.

produced si¡ni1ar additive

Clinically, the additive effecË of the preactivation would be to

produce forces and moments Ëhat acË on the cuspid even with zeTo x

activation. This means, Ëhat the zero rnoment level r¿hich r¿ould nor-

mally occur with zero x force, no\d occurs at some other leve1 of x

force (H intercept) eg. figures 36 and 37. These graphs illustrate an

improvement in the performance of the open vertical loop since the

loop is now capable of producing zero momenls r,rith an x force, which

could lead to pure translation. Tnis situation will occur at only one

force level. Above this level, the tooth r,¡ill be roÈaËing in one

direction v¡hile below this level the rotaLion rvill be in the opposite

direction. This may produce a "round tripping" effect on the tooth,

as the x force changes, r,rhich would be an undersirable effect.

Since it is inpossible to keep a loop actived at a given value,
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r¡hile a tooËh moves, it would be impossible to maintain a situation

where the moments around the y and z axes could be kept zeto.

Because the values of the moments are smaller around the H inter-

cept, it v¡ould indicate that the activation of the loop should not be

al-lo¡¡ed Ëo vary much from the level required to produce a zeto moment.

This could perhaps be achieved by the use of a loop r.¡ith a rnore con-

stant force-deflection rate (Burstone 1966, L976) olr perhaps, more

frequent reactivation of the retract,ion loop in an atteupt to keep the

x force at a given level. The force l-evel- of the H intercept for both

Lhe y and z moments is between 80-100 graus. If iL were possible to

naintain this force Level during patient Ëreatuent, the force system

developed would be very close to the ideal and very favourabLe for

Ëranslation of the tooth. Of course, a different level of preactiva-

tioo would yieLd pure translation at a different value of x force.

:::-i-..::::'r. .

SI'MMARY.

The three-dimensional, simultaneous

retraction loops, provided a complete

moments generated during activation. All

, investigation of cuspid

picËure of Ëhe forces and

as tested, produced

and forces) during

the force-deflection

loops,

numerous undersirable side effects (ie. momenÈs

activaËion, ¡vith little difference, aside from

rates, being found between the loops.

The Burstone loop l¡ith the Eost comPlicated design, produced the

lor,iest force-deflection rate. The Burstone 1oop, however, is diffi-

cult for the palient Ëo keep clean, and its relatively large dimen-

sions mav be a source of irritaEion. The cost of the loop is also
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high when compared Ëo the other designs in Ëhe study. Due to the

large amoutrt of wire in its design, and its flexibility' the loop

offers littLe resist,ance to the generation of tipping moments. It is,

however, more satisfactory when used with PreactivaËion bends.

The open and closed vertical loops are Ehe least complicated in

design. They offer nore lesisËance to tipping moments than does the

Burstone Loop, due to Ëheir more rigid trature. This fact however

leads to the produetion of large forces during acËivation. Due Ëo t,he

sirnplicity of design, the Loops are easy Ëo manufacture and are Per-

haps 1-ess irri.tating to the patient than more complicated designs.

The loops with helices at their apices, and the L-loop, provided

a lower, ¡¡ore consLant, force-defLection rate Lhan the plain vertical

loops. These loops incorporate more wire into their design Ëhan the

pLain vertical loops, and so are a little nore difficult to manufac-

t,ure. Their resistance to tipping moments r¡as slightly less than the

plain vertical loops, but better than the Burstone loop.

No loop as tested r,ras abLe to fulfil the requirements for an

ideal cuspid retlacLion loop. The incorporation of gable bends to

improve the perfomance of the loops produced an additive effect to

the linear relations present but did 1ittle to change these relations.

The gable bends, due to the introduction of a seParate force system'

r,rere capable of producing a situation where zero moments could be gen-

erated, but this was noË a constant effect' occurring at only one x

force value. To produce pure translation r^roul-d require a constant

zero value for Ëhe moments during the full range of x force. This did

not occur with the use of gable bends.
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The measuremenË of three-dimensional moments and forces proved to

be a viable undertaking using the insËrumentation developed by Paquien

(1978). The instrumentation allowed the consideraËion of an appliance

in t,hree planes, not in a single plane as work by Solonche et al.

(nlA) suggested. The use of this instrr:ment,ation in Ëhis investiga-

tion helped supply concrete, experimental, evidence concerning retrac-

tion loops. This can be used to help substantiate or refuEe claims of

individuals concerning their retraction Eechniques (Burstone 1966,

Broussard L964, Bench 1978), and therefore help supply a better under-

standing of how cuspid retraction loops funct,ion.

';.: ::
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIß{ENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this investigat,ion was Ëo quantitat,ively Eeasure

the perforrtrance in Ëhree dimensions of conmonLy used orthodontic cus-

pid retract,ion Loops during activat,ion. The measuring instrumenËation

developed by Paquien (1978) and nodified by Mclachlan (1979) was used

to accomplísh this goal. From the analysis of the data, the foLlowing

conclusions emerged.

( 1) the nodified measuring instrumenËaËion, provided accurate

three-dinensional data on the force and momenË characteris-

tics of cuspid retraction loops during activation'

Q> The use of slope relationships, provided an easy means of

viewing the results in terms of their ort,hodont,ic perfor-

mance. The use of Ëhe slopes \,74s possibl-e due Lo the

straight line relaËionships that existed between activation

and forces and moments.

(3) All loops as tesËed exhibited behaviour thaL rsas far from the

translation idea1.

(4) Little difference, aside fron the force-deflection rate, l^7as

found beËvreen the looPs.

(5) The incorporation of anti-tip and anti-rotation preactiva-

tions introduced a separater. independenÈ force system Ëo that

which already existed. This resulted in a shifting of the

origin of the effected relat,ions but did not change their

slope values.

(6) Vertical misalignrnent of retraction loops resulted in Lhe
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generation of either extrusive or intrusive forces, as well

as Besially or distally directed forces, even with no activa-

tion of the retraction looP to che distal.

(7) Placement of the vertical portion of the loop closer Eo the

cuspid resul-ts in a definite extrusive force ar.ising r^rith

distal activation. this does not occur if the vertical por-

tion of the loop is centered.

RECOMI'fENDATTONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATTONS

The results of the present invesigation have led to the following

sgssrnmêndations and suggestions for future research.

(1) An ivestigation into the effects of the cuspid retraction

loops on the anchorage units.

(2) An investigation into the effectiveness of an archr,¡ire in

combating the deleterious effecËs that arise during loop

activation.

(3) An examination of cuspid retraction loops activated in three

dimensions.

(4) An examination inÈo the forces and momenËs generated in the

usage of triple control brackets.

(5) An examination into the effecËiveness of the "potrer a:lm" in

producing translation.

(6) An increase in the force and moment range of the measuring

instrument to a level required to look at 4 and 5 above.

Q) A refinement of the acËivation system Ëo allorv Ëhe carrying

out of 3 above.
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Appendix

ACCURACY CHECK OF TTIE MEASURING INSTRI]MENTAIION.

An investigation of the nodified instrumentaËion of Paquien

(1978) was undertaken to assess the error inherent in the measuring

system, the reproducability of measurements taken, and the accuracy of

the measurements. This study was carried out afËer the calibration of

the measuring instruuenË was done by Mclachlan (L979).

The investigation utilized a 20uur. long, Elgiloy,* coil spring

(.OfO in. inside diameter x .025 in. outside diarneter). The spring

was attached to the measuring system using Ëhe procedure outlined in

the experimental method.

The da¡a aquisition prograu ( figure 6) was used for Ëhe coli-ec-

tion of the daËa, which tras sËored initially on magnetic computer

ËaDe.

An activation 
.distance 

of 2.5 m. in the plus x direction was

used, as this distance provided a suitable range of force (0-125

grans), to adequately test t,he instrumentaËion. Eleven activation

points v¡ere taken through this 2.5 m. distance. Prior to the experi-

mental testing, a force of a fer,¡ grams was placed on Èhe spring to

remove any "slop" in Ëhe system. A visual inspection of the spring,

prior to testing, r,zas done to ensure t.haL the spring r,tas at right

'*Rocky MounËain Orthodontics, Denver, Colorado.
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angles Ëo Ëhe long axis of the rnodel tooth-

To assess the reproducability of the results, the spring was

activaÈed throught the 2.5 Írn. distance a total of ten times.

Extreme care (using Ëhe L.V.D.T. readouËs) !Ías taken to insure that

each point of activation ie. 0, .25, .5, etc. was the same for each

experimental run.

The results of the experimenËs were collected on magnetic tape,

and subsequently placed on a random access computer disc. The use of

the disc, facilitated the calculaËion of the means and st,andard devia-

tions of the forces and moments acting at each activation poinË. The

means and standard deviaËions r.rere calculated using a Hewlett- Packard

staËistical ptogram. Table XI gives these results.

The largest standard deviation in the three forces is plus or

rninus 1.1 gn. in Ëhe x direcEion with the mean of the standard devia-

tions being +.5 gm.. A standard deviation of plus or minus 1.1 grn. of

force is less thar- L7. of the maximum measurable force value ( fSO

gns.) r ând was felt to represent a reproducability factor for the

forces, that ças more than adequaLe for t,he experimental investigation

of cuspid retraction looPs.

The resulËs for t,he moments, show a maximum standard deviation of

plus or minus 20.9 grn.-rora. around Elne z axis with a tnean standard

deviation for all the moments of 8.3 gm.-mm. A standard deviation of

plus or minus 20.9 gm.-m. is less than l-% of the maxiuum measurable

noment value (2300 gin.-nm.). It was felt, as for the forces, that a

maximum reproducability error of less t.han 1% was more than adequate
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for Ëhe experimental r¿ork.

To assess the accuracy of the measuring instrumentation, the fol-

lowing investigation was carried out. The spring utilized in the

above study was subjected to loading by Ëhe application of dead

weights. A Eraveling microscope with an accuracy of .01 rm. vras used

to measure Ëhe deflection of the spring. Seven weights with an aver-

age weight of 16.9 gms. \¡¡ere added one aË a time to a pan attached to

one end of the spring, the other end was att,ached Ëo a ridgid support.

The deflection of the end of the coil spring attached to the Pan l^tas

measured after Ëhe appl-ication of each weight. This was repeated

until all- seven weights were added, producing an aveTage load value of

1-18 gms. This force level sras coúparable Lo that found for the cuspid

retraction loops in this investigation. lhe above loading procedure

tüas repeated five times. Table XII gives the mean values for the five

experimental activations.

Using a Hewlett- Packard statistical program' the best fit line

for the data in Table XII was plotted (figure 4l). A best fit line

for the daLa in Table XI of the force in the x direction versus acti-

vaËion was then plotËed on the same graph as above. Table XIII gives

the correlation coefficients of the plotted values to the best fit

1ine.

A zone of plus or rninus 3% of total scale rvas Lhen construcEed

around the best fit line for the dead weight measurements. As figure

4L illustrates, all the measured data for the instrumenË fa1ls within

this zone, indicating the accuracy of the measuring device Ëo be

r¿ithin plus or minus 37, of. the calculated x force values.
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The dead weight measuremenËs r¡rere used to only assess Ëhe accu-

racy of the force in the x direcËion, since this was the principal

direction of activation in the experimental investigation.

The ev¿luation of the accuracy for the moments r,{ere carried out

using the folloving forrnula:

l.Lx

My

Mz

y(rz) -
z(rx) -
x\ ¡yl

z(Fy)

x( rz)

y( rx) .

The x distance is the perpendicular distance in the x direcËion

frou the long axis of the nodel tooËh to Ëhe point of att,achment of

the spring and was 6.08 m¡n. The y distance is the perpendicular dis-

Ëance in the y direction from the center of resistance of the model

tooth, to the point of attachmenË of the spring and rvas 13.24 m* The

z distance is the perpendicular distance in the z direction from the

long axis of the model tooth Ëo the'point of attachment of the spring

and v¡as 4.24 w,.

The values of Fx, Fy and Fz Ln Table XI vrere used in the calcula-

tion of the Mx, My and Mz moments. The calculaËion of the three

Boments was carried out for each point of activation. The best fit

1-ine, using Ehe Herslett- Packard statistics program, was Ëhen plotted

for the calculated and measured values (table xr) of the three

moments. A zone of olus or minus 37" oî. the Ëotal moment scale rr¡as

then constructed around the calculated value curves. Figures 42, 43,

and 44 illustraËe the results of this graphing. Table XIII gives Lhe

correlation coefficients of the plotted values to the best fit line.

It can be seen from the above figures, thaË al-l- the measured data will
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FIGURE 42. MX/AX FOR ELGILOY COILED SPRING
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fall ¡¡ithin the plus or minus 37" zone of the calculated values. This

accuracy of the measuring device, for moments¡ lrês deemed acceptable

for the experimental work.


